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Maxwell McDade Named
Fulton Bank President

WFUL I
RA 10

TWO SECTIONS

TIMM
111M1

Maxwell McDade, one of the original founders of
the Fulton Bank was named its president at a meeting Volume Thirty-four
of the stockholders Tuesday night. Mr:McDade, a prominent road contractor fills the vacancy caused by the
death of Smith Atkins, also one of the bank's founders.
The stockholders also elected another founder, Frank
Beadles as chairman of the board. M. R. Jeffress will
serve as executive vice-president and Harold Henderson
as vice-president and cashier.
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Henry Dunn
Elevated To
Top Member

Although Mr. McDade will serve
actively as president, all administrative and operational functions of
the bank will be under the direction
of Mr. Jeffress and Mr. Henderson,
In their respective offices.
The Fulton Bank was organized
In 1945 with six stockholders. Other
than those mentioned above the
late Ira Little, the late Bob White
and Gilson Latta formed the bank
with a capital account of $50,000.00.
The'bank began its first operation
in the quarters it occupies today.
The building was bought by Mr.
McDade from a finance company
In which the late Mr. Atkins was
also interested.
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1
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•
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In 1953 the bank building was
completely remodeled and its working areas enlarged and beautified.
The bank's facade was also remodeled into a handsome edifice,
adding a modern and progressive
look to the down-town business
area.
Starting out with deposits total.

The International City Managers'
Association of Chicago, has notified
Henry Dunn, City Manager of
South Fulton, that he has been promoted to Full membership.
Full membership is the highest
membership classification in the
Association, and is based upon education and experience in the field
of City Management.
Mr. Dunn, who assumed his
duties last Fall has innovated many
new programs in the South Fulton
city to increase the efficiency and
streamline the operation of municipal activities. He has instituted
public relations programs to acquaint taxpayers with city affairs
and has become active in all
phases of community life of the
twin cities.
Mr. and Mrs. Dunn and their
three children live on Orchard
Drive in South Fulton where they
have recently moved into a new
home.
DISTRICT SET UP
The Hickman county evert has
officially established the Hickman
County Water District and commissioners to direct the activities
of the district have hese named.

MR. MeDAINI
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Mr. McDade married the former
together, but I think las most fun
was hearing these little boys say: Ruby Conley in 1930.
"What you want us to do now Kis
Jowestphellng; where you want us
to put this Mix Jowestpbeling; you
want us to come back tomorrow
Mix Jowestpheling?" After an afternoon of this I thought I ought to
ask them if they knew my last
name.—They didn't!

A recent series of fires in the we anticipate an arrest in the near
Madrid Bend area has triggered hiture," he said..
an investigation by state arson de- The fires, in order of occurrence,
tectives in iCentucky and Tennessee were:
and sheriffs of Fulton County, Ky., —A night club, Cbampey's Pockand Lake County, Tenn.
et, on Reelfoot Lake.
Gerald Stewart of Paducah, state
—A Negro chemist near the night
arson detective, said arson was In. club;
at kg* kat
hit 1nM1P come=
Ow Sim
, NiP
,
al hi the
—The Modred Bei* School, a
same
one-room irtrueture;
—A barn near the schahl owned
"We have a strong suspect and
by A. Stepp of Madrid Bend.
PAMIR & BARNETT ATTIMIC4
The New Madrid School, used
also as a voting place, contained a
Phil Parker and George Barnett, voting machine valued at $1,800
members of the Fulton office of which was destroyed.
Commonwealth Life Insurance
Other officers investigating are
Company, attended a leaders' conference in Hot Springs, Virginia, Fulton County Sheriff Joe CampMonday and Tuesday. Their wives bell, Lake County Sheriff Lester
Stone and Tennessee arson detecaccompanied them.
tive Bill Lewis of Ttptonville.

Town Adds Decorations;
Fund Campaign Grows,

I also found out that the communications media in these parts
had better take a reading on itself.
I met a lady in the grocery store
Saturday who wanted to know when
the election was going to be. That
wasn't too bad a question since
there seem to be elections going on
around us all the time. But when
I asked her which one, I got really
shook. She answered: "Yours?"
Then SHE got shook when I told her
It was over, because said she, she
was going to vote for me. So I took
pen in hand and wrote:

The board of directors of the Retail Merchants Association has
purchased $1000 worth of additional
Christmas decorations to use in
the downtown area and on the five
highways at the entrances to Fulton and South Fulton. The fund
drive is continuing.

Fulton County's fourteen liquor dealers got a stern
setback this week when it was learned that the State of
Tennessee intends to halt the illegal importation of
whiskey from Fulton and Hickman into the dry counties
of Tennessee. Scott Alden, director of the Tennessee
Alcoholic Beverage Commission, told the News on Wednesday that an office has been established in Union City
to crack down on the brisk traffic of non-Tennessee taxpaid whiskey into certain counties in the West Tennes•
see area.
While the office will concentrate on wiping out the
large-scale bootlegging operations between Fulton or
Hickman and the dry counties in northwest Tennessee,
Mr. Alden emphasized that his agents have been instructed to be on constant guard for even small purchases made in the Kentucky towns and taken into Tennessee and on which no Tennessee whiskey tax has been
paid.

State Arson Investigators
Probe Madrid Bend Fires

RACING PROGRAM
There will be a stock car racing
program Saturday night at the
Mayfield fairgrounds.

"Thy are only eight counties
in Tenenssee where the
out of
whiskey is legal. We are
sale
concentrating our law enforcement
in those areas where violations of
the Tennessee Alcoholic Beverage
laws are most flagrant. The largescale Illegal importation of whiskey from Fulton and Hickman into
Tennessee has soared to such an
extent that drastic action is necessary to guarantee that whiskey
brought into Tennessee must produce the tax revenue to which the
State is entitled.
"In order to do the job effectively we have armed our law enforcement agents with the necessary power to apprehend anybody,
individuals and bootleggers too,
who are caught possessing whiskey
In Tennessee on which no Tennessee tax has been paid, "Mr. Alden
said.
"Herman Bomar, our chief law
enbreement officer, and I have a
wide experience in law enforcement mid we intend to use every

INN Terry libfli'•
Ti New York Pod
Bill Terry, see of Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Terry, has been promoted
to vice president and northeast
regional manager of the D. H.
Overmyer Waltilliense Co. in New
York.
He was general manager of the
Tampa, Fin., branch of the national
warehousing and distribution firm
for two years before being promoted to the New York Position.

Primary Election Failures Cause
Races Heating Up Babe Ruth Games
For Obion County Schedule Changes
Three hot races are developing
for offices to be filled in the ()Won
County Democratic Primary Aug.
7. The campaigns are well under
way, and reports from the county
seat indicate that interest is wide
spread.
In the top race County Judge
Dan McKinnis of Union City is
opposing T. Willie Jones of Chloe
and Frank Ray of near Union City.
For the &flee of circut court
clerk Dee Ethridge of Union City is
running for re-election against Bill
Hall of Samburg.
Incumbent Mrs. Rubye C. Armstrong and Ed Lee Stone, both of
Union City, are contending for the
post of register.
Four other candidates for offices
are running unopposed. These are
Ebb Gwaltney for general sessions
judge, R. B. McCowan for sheriff,
James T. Kendall for county court
clerk, and Earl Thorpe for trus' e.

and is good to promote shopping in
the Twin Cities.
An effort is being made to raise
the money necessary to pay for the
decorations. Tile downtown retail
merchants haye already raised
$700, but $300 more is needed. The
Merchants Association hopes that
and professional people
business
that
said
A member of the board
will
to contribute and that
continue
this is an attempt to give the towns
the businesses around the edge of
a more festive air at Christmas
town will join them.
The decorations will carry out the
theme that was used on Lake Street
last year. There will be four
Dear Ann Landers:
strings of decorations on Commercial Ave. with two being used
Please don't go into any long exon each block.
planation—just Lell me, did they
count the votes on the right day in
Main St. will have three strings
Kentucky?
and Walnut two. There will be no
pole decorations on these streets
GAL IN THE BLUE GRASS
Twin Cities Youth, Inc., which because most of the poles are on
sponsors Fulton's recreation pro- one side.
Dear Gal In The Blue Grass:
No! When the blue grass has turn- grams for yopng people, will hold
There will be a 36-inch sign at
ed to silver the count will be the a picnic suptW at the City part
entrance to town to proclaim
each
7:30.
tonight (Thursday) from 5 to
same.
AU proceeds will go to continue the season's greetings to out-of-town
All schools in the Fulton Indevisitors and shoppers.
orghnization's programa.
School District will open
pendent
NEVER TOO LATE TO LEARN
The girls' softball and boys' base- The Retail Merchants Associa- Monday, Aug. 30, Supt. W. L. HolDEPARTIIIDIRT: I was born and
everyone to help it pro- land has announced.
reared in the Mississippi Delta; My ball teams are selling 'tickets and tion times
Aug. 26 will be registration and
and South Fulton
to
trip
a
Fulton
of
mote
prila
a
for
home-town ist allied the GOLDEN competing
and to mail book day for the first six grades at
decorations
St.
in
the
game
through
baseball
Cardinal
a
BETA'.
CO'ITON
THE
BUCKLE ON
for checks in care of the Chamber of Milton, Terry-Norman, and Can,
I heard about cotton-chopping sad Louis. The tickets are $1.00
while registration for the seventh
Commerce.
cotton-picking long before I heard adults and 50c for children.
'through twelfth grades will be the
a
heard
I
Rut
bells.
the stool
Both boys' and girls'.games will
following day.
HONORI
phrase about cotton Sunday that I be played after the supper.
There will be a general faculty
never heard before and it came
Anderson, Jr., has meeting in the Carr cafeteria Aug.
W.
Everett
Youth
Cities
Twin
of
official
An
men;wipers
little
my
from one of
the Mayfield "Lion of 211, and in-service training will be
tioned above. When asked if he said, "It is hoped that every Twin been named
and was presented with conducted Aug. 24-25 at the cafecould work any more he said: "I Cities resident who is Interested In the Year" plaque. Anderson has teria.
don't think so, at least for awhile youth will take WI epporttmity to a handsothe
active role in all Lions' Regular school hours will be olsbecause rve got to big weed cot- give his support to the youth recre- taken an
projeees during the year, and was served on the first day of classes.
ton."4 If It's all the same to you, ation program and also to see fire
especially active in the new Lions School is scheduled to close May
I'll just go on calling this deep hand the tremendous enthusiasm
27.
Eye Foundation program.
park."
the
at
acitvity
and
sena labor, cotton-chopping.

Recreation Group
To Have Picnic
For Fund Raising

Fulton City Schools
To Open August 30
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Tennessee ABC Commission Agents
Plan Crack - down On Liquor Traffic

Dealer Says
Whiskey Laws
Need Enforcing
A Fulton liquor dealer, when
asked to commit on how the
creek-down on foe-Tennessee tax
mkt wladmy wonid affect the
local bakery he laid:
"Of course it's going to hurt.
We can't refuse sales to anybody,
and we certainly can't ask them
if they're going , to take their
purchase into Tennessee.
"On the other and I can't
ABC board
blame the T
It hard on the
But then it
liquor dealers *is are trying to
abide by the buttand most of
us do, and want
!era in the
"Some liquor
rate in any
county refuse to
for the good
thing that is
of the industry, Monsequently all
of us suffer. Thd law is very
clear about lanai scale sales to
bootleggers in defi,counties, and
that goes for Kentiscky too.
"Yet it is no secret in the industry that soma dealers make
special concessisill to big buyers
and you can see what's happened. What this county needs is
some tough enlargement of the
ABC law. We al. seem to get
much kelp out of ankfort along
these lines."

Microfilm Center
Margaret I. King Library
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Hi.

The schedule for the Babe Ruth
League for the remainder of the
season has been revised because
of light failure at the Kitty League
Ballpark. Repairs cannot be made
before fall.
Games will be played in the afternoon at the Kitty League park and
on Saturday nights at the Little
League Park.
The schedule for the rest of the
season is as follows:
Tonight (Thursday): 4 p. m.
Senators vs. Red Sox, Dodgers vs.
Twins.
Saturday: 6:45 pm, Senators vs.
Dodgers, Tigers vs. Red Solt.
Tuesday: 4 pm, Red Sox Vs.
Twins, Senators vs. Tigers.
Saturday, July 24: 6:45 pm, Red
Sox vs. Dodgers, Tigers vs. Twins.
Saturday, July 81: 6:45 pm,
Tigers vs. Dodgers, Senators vs.
Twins.
PASTOR RESIGNS
The Rev. Glen Kapperman, pastor of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church of Fulton since March
1963, will end his service here August 11. The lolation of his new pastorate has not yet been announced.

Vowell aid McDade
Place in Tournament
Jasper Vowel placed second and
Max McDade fourth in the Rolling
Hills Invitational Tournament in
Paducah last weekend.
Vowel had a total of 151 for 36
holes and McDade scored a 154.
Dave Milligan of Paducah Iron
with 148 in a field of 184 golfers.
Other Fulton Players in the
tournament were Pat Nanney, Fells
Gossum, Mike Gossum, and Kirk
Vowel!.

Alcoholic Beverage Commission is
another of the recent woes that
have beset the county liquor dealers. During April the Kentucky
Alcoholic Beverage Board cited
eight Fulton liquor dealers for permitting drinking on their premises.
All of them were given suspensions
from their business operations.

ounce of experience we have to
get the tax revenue we are entitled
to from the sale of alcoholic beverages," he continued.
Robert Rhea is already stationed
in Union City. He will be assisted
by another law enforcement officer.
They will cover Obion, Weakley,
Lake, and Dyer Counties. Other officers will attempt to deal with
similar problems from offices in
ClarksviMe and Johnson City.
A sizeable amount of the liquor
business done by Fulton County
dealers is with people who drive
across the state line from the legally dry counties in Northwest Tennessee.
Since liquor sales are legal in
Tiptonville, Dyersburg, and Newbern, some local dealers fear their
regular Tennessee business will be
scared into trading elsewhere despite greater distance and higher
taxes.
The crack-down by the Tennessee

Four others were given suspensions and fined heavily for permitting gambling on the premises
This week the Kentucky ABC
Commissioner announced that plans
were being made to revise the ABC
regulations to revoke the alcoholic
beverage permits of any licensee
purchasing a Federal gambling
stamp. On April 25 the Louisville
Courier-Journal listed the names
of four Fulton County alcoholic
beverage licensees who had purchased the $250.00 stamps.
While Kentucky Governor Edward T. Breathftt has waged a crusade to stamp out gambling devices in the State, particularly pin
ball machines, a recent report indicated that the campaign has produced little results.
The Internal Revenue Service
at Louisville has received application for renewal of 1,100 of the
stamps. Gene Schweinhart, supervisor of the taxpayer contact unit,
said this was about normal for
this time.
Stamps had to be renewed by
July 1. Records showed that 1,843
stamps were sold for the year
from July 1, 1964 to June 30, 19115.
Federal officials said it was common for persons to store machines
for a time before buying the stamp.
Breathitt launched the drive in
April by calling on local officials
"to locate, confiscate and remove
those machines on which payoffs
are actually being made."

Carl Arrington Returns To Fulitin
After Duty In Scotland, Carolina
"You know, it feels as if I were
just on leave and will have to go
back in a couple of weeks," Carl
Arrington said Tuesday. He has
Just returned home after completing a four-year tour of duty in the
Navy.
Carl, the son of Mrs. Mary Arrington of lagidneds, spent most of
his time on submarine tenders
based at Chatilielen, S. C., and Holy
Loch, Scotland.
He said that he enjoyed serving
overseas much more than in the
United States.
The tender in Charleston seldom
left port, and many of the men
and officers lived ashore with their
families. In Scotland, however,

most of the men were single and
lived on the ship.
Touring Scotland was especially
enjoyable in the niring. Cad was
never able to get to England, but
had planned to make a trip to Landon and the Continent.
The ship on which he was serving acts as a mobile base for the
Navy's Polaris missile-carrying
submarines in the North Atlantic
and northern European waters.
For a short period of time he
was also in Spain where the Navy
Is setting up a new submarine support facility.
Carl's plans are indefinite, but
after he gets readjusted to civilian
life he hopes to be able to stay
In the Fulton area.

GROCERY ADS
IN TODAY'S PAPER:

GUARD TRAINS
More than half of the Kentucky
Army National Guard is undergoing its two weeks of annual field
training at Fort Campbell this
week. Over 2,500 men are included.
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.
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BIG VAL
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DANCE SLATED

EXHIBIT SET
A one-man exhibition of ink
drawings by Swietlan Kraczyna,
young Russian-American artist, is
now on display at the Paducah Art
Guild Gallery in the Market House.

The Clinton Jaycees have slated
a street dance on the west side
OFFICES CONSOLIDATED
of Court Square in Clinton for Saturday night, July 17, Larry Lewis, The Kentucky division of Forespresident of the group, announced try has closed its Murray and
Princeton offices and moved its
this week.
service foresters from these points
to a central office in Mayfield.
Visit Local Stores !bit

Siegel's Arizona Factory
Turns Down Union Bid
Employees of the Henry I. Siegel
manufacturing plant in Eioy, Ariz.,
last 'Friday voted decisively against
a proposal to form a workers
u#on.
an election conducted by the
National Labor Relations Board at
the year old industry, 134 employees voted against organisation
and , 48 cast ballots favoring a
union.
Failing in their efforts to organkm the Siegel employees into a
Union were representatiVett of the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers
A. F. L. - C. I. 0. The National
Labor Relations Ileard vote came
after a two month effort by the

*M.

Union to woo votes for their proAccording to regulations, Siegel
officials stayed silent on the issue,
but a nuniber of Eloy citizens had
voiced their opposition to unionization of the industry.
The Siegel plant was closed last
week and employees took their
annual vacation. Rather than
stagger vacations throughout the
summer,Siegel gives all employees
a week's
___at one time in
Inla tat ast be
ceder Mud
anacted am a pasisaped period of
the summer. avesiwees returned
to their jobs Kmailay.

Kentucky's Road Plan Bo on To Tourist Industry;
LocalInchistry Must Meet Challenge Of Parkway

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McNaffers

Last year, the Mountain ParkWestern Kentucky Parkway already
way, 33 miles longer than in 1963, has exceeded the engineers' estimates.
surpassed its avenge estimate of
Kentucky's two new Parkways
$68,583 a month earlier. To date, reve- are already doing better than their
nues have stayed above the estimate. older cousin, the Kentucky Turnpike,
did the first year of operations.
To match bond payments, howHighway Commissioner Henry
ever, the Mountain Parkway would
Ward has reported that both the
have had to attract enough traffic to
Mountain Parkway and the Western
bring in $208,333 a month, more than
Kentucky Parkway are producing
double the earlier collections.
revenues greater than the engineers
At the beginning of 1964, the
who planned them estimated they
Western Kentucky Parkway had been
would
. This is something that the
open two months and a few days. Toll
Kentu
cky Turnpike did not begin to
totale
Janna
d
ry
collections for that
do
until
its sixth year of operation.
$69,152. When summer came on,
The
information comes from
revenues leaped above its average
HIGH
WAY
TRAFFIC, a publication
monthly estimate of $162,000 and
issued
month
ly by the Kentucky
went to $175,526 in July. Its average
Autom
obile
-Truc
k Dealers Associastayed at this level during August,
tion,
and
prove
s
again the old adage
when the total was $174,213. The
that
'when
"I left out a couple of paragraphs, sir—T
a
man
builds a better
post-Labor Day dip, however, took
hey didn't omens
mouse
trap,
to add anything to your letter."
the
world
will beat a path_
revenue down to $137,483.
to his door.' Highway traffic has inIt would take monthly collections
crease
of $602,083 to meet the bond pay- ern d greatly in western and eastKentucky simply because motorments on the Western Kentucky
ists
find
it easier to get to these secParkway.
tions of the State for business and
Although the Kentucky Turnrecreation.
pike is considered one of the nation's
It follows then, based on the
healthiest toll roads, and is expected
statistics released by Commissioner
to pay for itself 22 years sooner than
Ward, that when the Purchase ParkJuly 13, 1943
The First Baptist Church of this
originally planned, the early years of
J. H. Patterson, who operates the city has
way to Fulton is completed we will
gone all out for more coolits operation did not show much
Fulton Hatchery jointly with his ing
have greatly increased tourist traffic,
comfort to meet the sweltering
wife,
attende
d
optim
tthe
ism.
cause for
poultry course hot July weather. A new
which should greatly increase our
air-coolthis week at the University of Ten- ing
system has been installed, with
By contrast, the Parkways are
nessee in Knoxville. Many phases two
tourist industry. Whether tourists
giant 50-inch fans innovated
of poultry raising were studied, as
showing their potential much earlier, stop here and spend money with
to make the building more comus
well
as
postwar problems that face fortable.
even though they are handicapped. depends upon the enticements offerpoultry raisers.
When the engineers sat down to foreed to them by our local business comFrom Fulton, Route 3: Mr. and
cast what could be expected in the
The J. A. Gentsch Shows will be Mrs.
munity.
H. A. Sisk and daughter,
in Fulton all next week under the Doris,
way of traffic on these roads, they asspent a delightful
Commissioner Ward has indicatauspice
s
of
the
Fulton Elks Club. vacation with parents two weeks
sumed that certain connecting roads
, relatives
ed that he will make every effort to
There will be midway attractions, and
friends and have now returned
that would tend to increase the flow
including an old time minstrel show to their
see that adequate access roads from
home in Wyandotte, Mich.
and fun house.
of traffic on the toll roads would be
the Parkway into Fulton will be a
ready for travel as soon as the ParkFrom
part of the Parkway's planning.
The Bennett Electric, formerly Sloan Palestine: Sgt. William C.
ways were opened. As it worked out,
located on Lake Street, is now lo- receiviarrived home July 9th &Ler
Yet an attitude persists among
cated in the old opera house build- Sgt. ng an honorable discharge.
this has not been true on either the
some members of the tourist industry
ing at 217 Main Street, across the First Sloan has served with the
Mountain Parkway or the Western
in the vicinity of the Parkway's route
street from A. Huddleston & Com- past Armoured Division for the
five years.
Kentucky Parkway.
'that no matter how many access
pany. Many improvements have
Miss
The Mountain Parkway, which
been made by this firm in its new Route Martha Stalin of Fulton,
roads are built into Fulton the tourist
1, and Sgt. R. A. Brown of
location
.
is 76 miles long, is designed and plan- industry on Highway 51Crutchfield were married on June
bypass
is
30 in the home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
ned as part of a system of major
doomed.'If this attitude becomes genThe Beniamin Huntington, trans- Simpson
. The single ring
routes in Eastern Kentucky that is
port
ship,
recently docked at New was performed by Rev. ceremony
eral, and the tourist industry out 51
D. E. CalYork
and among the 765 army men laway,
more than 200 miles long. To date, by-pass-way fails to meet
Assembly of God minister.
the
chalback
in
the
steles
was
Lt. Robert Mrs.
only a few of these major routes have
lenge of the increased traffic by failH. Hart.of POMO. Me was once re- 1945 Brown is a graduate of the
class at Cayce High School.
been opened to traffic. Even without
ported
ing to meet the demands of the travelaction, when his Sgt. Brown has served with
the
these essential connecting routes, the
bomber welt-down during a bomb- 97th Infantry
ling motorist, we'd recommend that
Division in Germany
ing
raid.
Wang
Hilt was with the and is home on 30-day furloug
Mountain Parkway produced for 12
Commissioner Ward forget the access
h.
308th Be•vb Group and was shot
out of the 21 months it was first open, roads and stop trying
down over Munich. He was a prito please some
The family of Mrs. Sallie Walker
revenues exceeding those forecast by
soner of war for ten months, during enjoyed
political antagonists who can't be
a reunion at the home of
which
time he was confined in six her son.
the engineers.
Henry Walker, of near
pleased anyhow.
different prison camps,
Crutchfield on July 8.
The Western Kentucky ParkTo prove that better roads bring
way, the western end of which was
more traffic, whether they be toll
deferred until such time as Interstate
roads or free roads, one only needs
24 should be located definitely, stops
to review the Mountain Parkway
short of its planned goal of Paducah
in its second year. It was opened in
by some 50 miles. It does not yet reach
January of 1963, and by June of that
even to Kentucky Lake, the recreation
year, revenues had climbed above the
areas around which were expected
average monthly estimate of $38,166,
By Gov.Edward T. Breathitt
to generate a sizable portion of the
and stayed above that estimate for
traffic on this toll facility. Still, the
the rest of the year.

VETERANS AFFAIRS
Q—Are members of veterans' Q—I was retired from the
Air
families admitted as patients to Force because of disability in DeVA hospitals?
cember 1964 after 3 years service.
A—Not unless the members are Will I be eligible for the National
alsio veteran& in their own right. Service Life Insurance which
went
VA hospital care is for veterans on sale May 1?
only except, naturally, in cases
A—No. This insurance la availof emergency that happen in the able only to disabled veterans who
vicinity of the hospital.
had service between October 8,
Q—Can World War II or Korean 1010 and December 81, 1958. you
Conflict veterans get college or might be eligible for • special
similar educational training under type of insurance available to veterans with disabilities incurred in
the law?
A—The educational programs service after April 25, NW. You
for both World War II or Korean would have one year after the VA
Conflict teterans have come to an notifies you that your disability h
end. The only educational program service connected in which to apnow being carried on by VA applied plyto the children of deceased or totally disabled veterans. NOTE: INSTALLED
Vocational rehabilitation of vetCharles Murphy, secretary-treaserans with service-conencted dis- urer of the Mayfield First
abilities is a permanent program Savings Lean Association, Federal
has been
still going on and is not to be con- installed as the new
president of
fused with the educational pro- the Mayfield Lion's
Chat) in a brief
grams.
ceremony at Burnett's Chapel.

CALLING
LONG DISTANCE?

Help Yourself to
Betteir Service

"Never say die."
That seems to be the attitude of
many cigarette smokers today.
They're convinced that cigarette
smoking is a health hazard. But
they're still puffing away.
Are you? If so, you'd probably
love to find a safe way to smoke. Columbia University doctors think
they've discovered one. They recently
described their technique to physicians meeting in New York City with
the American Thoracic Society, medical arm of the National Tuberculosis
P..
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Association.
The Columbia doctors believe
that inhaled cigarette smoke is what
damages lungs. So their method enables you to smoke without inhaling.
Here's how ... in five easy steps:
1) Take a puff. 2) Don't swallow. 3)
Hold the smoke in your mouth with
your lips closed. 4) Breathe some air
in through your nose. 5) Let the air
and smoke out throught your nostrils.
It's easy,the doctors say. Anyone
can learn in a few tries. But does it
work? The Columbia groups says yes.
The new method will make it possible
for you to smoke without inhaling.
And it will keep harmful substances
out of your lungs.
But there's a catch. You may not
like it. Smokers used to inhaling deeply don't care much for the scientific
method. Many think it's no better
than quitting.
And that's the point.
Want to make sure cigarettes
don't 1) damage your lungs, 2) shorten your life, 3) give you chronic bronchitis or lung cancer, or 4) add to
your chances of dying from coronary
heart disease and breathing disorders
like emphysema?
Never say die; there is a way.
Stop smoking.
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Frankfort—

laws against gambling, is in acArrests and confiscations are cord with my objective and, in
among immediate results of the short is to be highly commended.
An Associated Press newspaper
crackdown I ordered recently to
rid Kentucky of pinball machines dispatch said:
used for gambling purposes.
"About 800 pinball machines have
been
removed from Lexington esMy action followed a ruling by
Judge Henry L. Brooks in the tablishments in the week following
United States District Court at Governor Edward T. Breathitt's
Louisville that certain coin-operat- proposed crackdown on such maed machines for which $250 Fed- chines as gambling devices, a Lexeral gambling stamps had been ington operating firm said . . . the
purchased were gambling devices operating firm said it had removed
about 800 of the machines after
parse.
proprietors aimed they be removAlthough the judge's decision ed."
later was appealed, he held that the
Besides violating the law, these
multiple-coin, bingo-type machines racket traps
corrupt the citizenry
were gambling gadgets under Ken- and divert funds
needed for legititucky law, and consequently must mate uses. In little
or no
not be shipped into the state, or set can gulp down a paychectime they
k needed
up and operated therein.
for food, medicine, rent and clothWhile awaiting outcome of the ing. They are fed all to often by
appeal, which is now pending be- persons living on pensions or refore United States judges of the lief money, unemployment checks
sixth circuit at Cincinnati, Ken- or some other marginal means of
tucky State Police are carrying out existence.
They fill no sociological, physiomy instructions to co-operate with
local law enforcement officers in logical, aesthetic or moral need.
locating and confiscating machines They are recognized as a problem
on which payoffs actually are be- on college campuses where hardearned parental money for books
ing made.
In one county three men were and tuition is often lost by mesmerarrested and five machines con- ized students. They also have been
fiscated by State Police detectives known to gorge on lunch money
who said they were paid off in given to younger children when
they leave home for school.
money after winning games.
I believe that the public generally
In Shively, a Jefferson County
city with about 20,000 population, is with me in my efforts to supan ordinance was passed to outlaw press these electronic bandits.
pinball machines of the kind Some politicans speculated that the
branded by Judge Brooke after I order, which I issued just before
asked law enforcemeht officers to the May Primary, would hurt canconfiscate the contraptions on didates I favored, but they were
wrong.
which payoffs were being made.
And I say to you now that any
The action taken by the Shively would-be
violator
City Council on the presumption harbors, and hopes is wrong who
to profit by, the
that any machine for which a $250 thought that
my drive against pinFederal gambling stamp has been ball gamblin
g is just a gesture. For
purchased is being used for gambl- him, the
summer
will be long and
ing purposes, is in line with State it will
be hot.
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The News takes pleasure in
wishing Happy Birthday to the following friends:
July 17: Myra Byasse, Frankte
Harris, Barry Joyce, Velma Lawson, Mrs. W. D. Tegethoff; July
18: Janice Clement, Annette Hensley; July 19: Paul Bennett, Becky
Mitchell, Suzanne Rogers; July 20:
Mike Reed, Julie Rice;
July 21: Velma Carwile, Dee
Fields, Mrs. Huai& Henderson, Jr.,
W. W. Jetton, Lhida Sugg, Allie
Taylor, Jerry Tynes; July 22: Marilyn Hardy; July 23: Denise Barnes,
Mrs. Milton Counce, Dewey Johnson, Jim King, Wayne Moss.

Twelve South Fulton students are
among the 632 who have registered
for the first summer session at the
University of Tennessee, Martin
Branch. There are 95 from °Mon
County.
From South Fulton are Margaret
L. Bell, Julia D. Clements, Dorothy
N. Ferguson, Fairra H. Finch,
Vava E. Finch, Patrick Hyland,
VerneU Johnson, William D. Long,
Dan J. McGuire, Barbara A. Peeples, Carrot E. Schrader, and Judy
K. Stinnett.
The total number of students exceeds that of last year by 27.5 percent to set a new record. Only fulltime day students are included in
the enrollment figure.

John Allen Taylor
Celebrates Birthday

Brenda Bennett Gets
Murray Scholarship

John Allan Taylor of Cayce celebrated his seventh birthday with a
weiner roast and party given by
his parents, Kr. and Mrs. J. A.
Taylor, Jr., July S. Each guest was
presented favors of party hats and
musical balloons and was served
cold drink.; and birthday cake.
HU grandmothers Mrs. E. D.
Hastings and Mrs. John Taylor and
his great grandmother, Mrs. J. B.
Sanders were special guests.
Friends included Sandra Kimbro,
Mrs. Max Veatch, Mrs. Vanoy
Cog, Johnny Sowell, Betty Austin,
Bobby Hill, Terry Hill, Sheryl
Wade, Dwight Cox, Dana Cox, Jason Cox, Timmy Veatch, Randy
Veatch, Jeffrey Glenn Taylor, and
Todd Kekko.

W1111111111 FUNERAL NONE

Mn.Samuel Kliegs Harps:

Shakedown Festival
To Proust Drama
"Shakertown Revisited" is a
special feature of the Auburn
Festival and Pageant which
be held July WI. The cast is
of Western College SumPlayers and local citizens.
Is a drama conceived by Dr.
H. Miller and tells the story
of'The Believers" at South Union.
Other features of the Festival include: Shaker Humus, a display
SS Oakier art and eraftsmanalitp
e National Gallery of Alt,
meals (featuring Shaker
tealpes) served at the Shaker Tea
Wein, and an antique show and
tale.

Ted Mack To
Emcee Fair's
Talent Show

The West Kentucky-Tennessee
The third lecture of a series on Chapter No. 793 of
the Retired
religion and the public school Civil Employees
will hold its July
teacher will be held in the Murray meeting at noon
Tuesday at DowState College Student Union, Tues- ell's Country Kitchen
a mile north
day at 2:15.
of Union City on the Fulton HighDr. A. Stafford Clayton, profes- way. A program will follow the
sor of philosophy of education at meal.
The biggest talent contest in the
Indiana University, will discuss
nation will have the biggest name
"Educational Concerns of Religion
in show biz to emcee—TED MACK
and the Public School." The lecture
VET MAN COMING
of the Original Amateur Hour. Ted
series is sponsored by the Murray
Roy W. Hargrove, a contact rep- will present the 10 finalists
State Campus Chaplains Associaplus
resentative of the Kentucky Dis- outstanding talent professionals on
tion.
abled Ex-Servicemen's Board will Sept. 30 at the Mid-South Fair.
Dr. Clayton is a graduate of be at
Buddy Page, talent
Wesleyan University and holds Office the Chamber of Commerce
in Fulton Friday from 9 to select acts during the scout, will
six-day elimiM. A. and Ph. D degrees from Co- 3 to assist
veterans and their de- nations to be auditioned by
lumbia University. He has been on pendent
Lloyd
s
with
claims for benefits Marx, music director and Louis
the Indiana faculty since 1947. He due
them as a result of their mili- Graham, the show's
producer. Over
has published numerous articles on tary
service.
30 acts from the Mid-South Fair's
church and schools and has recentYouth Talent Contest have appearly completed a study of policies
ed on this nationally televised
concerning religion and schooling in
BARBEQUE SET
0/36 show. The contest is sponsored
England, the Netherlands, and
Sweden
under
a grant from the
The Cayce Methodist Church will by WREC TV and Radio and the
Two hundred men and women
have a family-style Barbeque sup- Memphis Press Scimitar.
who will be freshmen at the Uni- U. S. Office of Education.
per
Wednesday beginning at 5:30.
versity of Kentucky this fall will
Plates will be $1.50 with homeattend the annual Freshman Camp,
STUDY PLANNED
made cake and ice cream extra
Sept. 5-6, at the 4-H grounds near
Carlisle.
Ten Weakley County industries
Sponsored by the UK YMCA and
will be the subjects of a compreYWCA, the camp will enable new
FACTORY GROWS
hensive study by the Memphis
students to meet with University
It
has
been announced that a State University Bureau of 'Busiprofessors and student campus
Brenda Bennett, daughter of Mr.
leaders to learn about campus life and Mrs. Robin C. Bennett of $65,000 addition will be made to ness Research in an effort to deand activities. Registration for wo- Route 3, has been awarded a $150 the Garen shirt factory in Clinton termine the factors which contributmen students is closed but there scholarship from Murray State Col- to provide additional storage space. ed to the industrial growth of Tenare still a few openings for men, lege for the coming school year.
according to Donald Leak, director The amount will be deducted from
her fees.
of the UK YMCA.
Miss Bennett is a graduate of
South Fulton High School and is
VISIT HERE
now enrolled in the summer session
408 Eddings St.
Fulton. Ky.
Dr. and Hrs. Danny Baird have at Murray State. She plans to
Our New Number Is 472-2332
returned to Annapolis, Md., after major in mathematics.
a two-week visit with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Horton Baird. Dr.
VISITS HERE
An easy way to remember it: Just remember
Baird practiced dentistry in Fulton
"23" and then "23" in reverse. .. or repeated backbefore returning to active duty in
Mary Jane Enderby of Gainsthe Navy. He is now stationed at vile, Tex., is visiting at the
wards: 23-32.
home
the U. S. Naval Academy.
of Mrs. Mildred Anderson. She is
Parking area behind Funeral home. Drive in the driveway
a student at the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor.

Miss Carol Corinne Harris, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles R. Harris of Elizabethtown, became the
bride of Samuel Milege Harper, III, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Harper, Jr., of Clinton,on July 26 at 2:30 o'clock
in the afternoon at Severns Valley Baptist Church in
Elizabethtown. The Rev. Verlin C.IChruschwitz officiated at the double ring ceremony.

The bride, who was given in marriage by her father, was attired in bride, who was flower girl, wore a
a floor length gown of light ivory floor-length dress of aqua sift orsilk organs and Algoma lace. The ganza and a halo of daisies.
bodice had a scoop neckline and elHarry Lee Waterffeld, Jr., of
bow length sleeves, and Alencoa
Frankfort, served as best man and
lace was appliqued on the midriff
ushers were Jim Lindsey of Coand formed ti panel down the front
lumbus, Ind., Burt Stokes of Louisof the skirt. The controlled skirt ville,
Scott Watkins of Cadiz, and
fell into a full chapel train, which Russell
Harris, brother of the
was appliqued with medallions of bride.
lace. Her bouffant veil Of imported
•
Illusion was held in place by a
The church altar was decorated
headpiece of organza and lace. with baskets of white snap-dragons,
She carried a cascade bouquet of bells of Ireland, majestic daisies
VISITS HERE
Emhart, lilies, stephanotis and and candytuft. Stephanotis and
Sergeant and Mrs. George B. ivy.
smilax decorated the aisles. CatheDurham of Fort Bragg, N. C., have
dral tapers in candelabra completThe matron of honor was Mrs. ed the
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harold
setting.
•
Bennett of Water Valley, Mr. and Jim Lindsey of Columbus, Indiana.
Bridesm
aids
were
Miss
Jane Hen- Preceding the ceremony, Don
Mrs. George Durham of Crutchfield, and other friends and rela- drick of Bowling Green and Miss Bearfield, soloist, presented a
tives. Sgt. Durham will leave Fort Becky Harris of Somerset, both group of numbers, accompanied at
Bragg for Okinawa Wednesday, and cousins of the bride, Kiss Kathy the organ by Mrs. Bearlleld.
his wife, Shiela, will join him about Edwards and Hiss Becky Edwards
The reception was held at the
of Clinton, twin cousins of the
a month latex.
groom. They wore identical floor- Elizabethtown Country Club. Hoslength gowns of aqua silk organza, tesses were Mrs. Tom Cherry of
with headpieces of aqua organza Fort Knox, Mrs. Darrell Fox and
petals centered with a rosette. The Miss Burnetta Dennison of Louismatron of honor carried a French ville, Miss Dianne Street of Cadiz,
colonial bouquet of Eucharis lilies, Miss Jackie Shacklette and Mrs.
aqua, pink, white and yellow Frances Calhoun of Elizabethtown.
daisies, pixie carnations, sweetMr. and Mrs. Harper will make
heart roses and baby's breath. The
bridesmaids carried French bou- their home at 2339 Harrodsburg
quets of the varied colored daisies, Road in Lexington.
carnations and baby's breath.
The bride-groom is a grandson of
Miss Julie Harris, sister of the Mrs, S. W. Edwards of Fulton.

Wal

Parts For All Illedrie
Shavers At:

Get the highest re% en your sevings at
Security Federal Savings and Loan Ass.elation at 124 East Center Street in Sikeston,
Missouri. Savings are insured up to 210,100
by the Federal Savings & Lean Insurance
Corporation — an agency of the Federal
Government. Your savings immediately
available.

Naturalist Artist
To Give Programs

Current Dividend
On
Insured Savings

SAVINGS added by the 101h
EARN DIVIDENDS FROM TRE 11
LIT'S SIT
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Write today for additional information
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your account, and
this coupon.

Mr. James N. Baird, Manager
Security Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
124 East Center St. Sikeston, Me. Send
your annual report and Information to
Name
Address
City
State

Ray Harm, wildlife artist and
naturalist, will conduct programs
of nature study and interpretations
of his paintings at Kentucky State
Parks this year. The programs begin at 8:30 P. M.
Harm's schedule is as follows:
July 13-Kenlake State Park; July
17 - Carter Caves; July 30 - Breaks
Interstate Park; July 31 - Jenny
Wiley; August 13 - Pine Mountain;
August 14 - Cumberland Falls;
August 28 - Pennyrile Forest; August 29 - Audubon State Park (Sunday afternoon performance only);
and September 5 - Natural Bridge.
RETURNS HOME
W. L. Carter has returned home
from the hospital in Memphis and
Is improving.
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15 oz. Libbey
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when you buy 7 gallons Ashland Gasoline
Get extra enjoyment from tall, cool summer drinks with attractive,
Golden Wave beverage glasses! These luxurious, amber-colored
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You get one glass FREE with every 7 gallons of Ashland Vitalized
Gasoline you buy. Start collecting your net today. Drive in at your
Good Neighbor Ashland Oil Dealer displaying the "FREE
BEVERAGE GLASS" sign.
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with oil change or lubrication at
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Memphis Man Struck And Killed
By Truck On Overhead Bridge
A Memphis railroad man, Lee- out into the path of a pick-up goman Wright Phillips, 26, was kill- ing east.
ed Monday morning about 6:30
He was pronounced dead on arwhen he was struck by a pick-up
truck on the West State Line over- rival at the Hillview Hospital. His
home address was 2039 Chargean
head bridge.
Rd., Memphis.
'Phillips was a flagman for the
The driver of the pick-up was
Illinois Central and had come into
Fulton on an early morning freight. Robert A. Pabst, a construction
Police Chief Richard Myatt said superintendent with a Tyler, Tex.,
that apparently Phillips was walk- company. He was on his way to
ing into tetra when the accident work in McKenzie, Tenn.
occurred. He waited for a westFulton County Coroner Donald
bound trailer truck to pass before Chaney ruled Phillip
s' death accicrossing the highway, then stepped dental.
No charities were filed.
AT ASSEMBLY

Wissionary Society
Meets At Church

DEATHS.
Snow Infant
Graveside services for the infant
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Don
Snow were conducted July 8 at the
Oak Grove Cemetery. The Rev.
Gerald Stow officiated. The infant
was stillborn July 7.
The grandparents were Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Snow of Fulton and Mr.
and Mrs. Woodrow Cobb of Cauruthersville, Mo.

Rev. A. N.Walker
The Rev. A. N. Walker, 92, a
retired Methodist minister, died
July 11 at the Volunteer General
Hospital in Martin.
He had served as pastor on the
Fulton Circuit for many years and
had recently been a patient at
Haws Memorial Rest Home.
He leaves a son, Charles Walker
of Fulton, and two daughters. His
wife preceded him in death two
weeks ago.

Fulton Boy Hurt;
Steps Into Street
In Front of Car

HOSPITAL NEWS
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ATTEND WORKSHOP

ROSY AREAS COMING

Mrs. Nelson Tripp and Mrs. J. U. A system of 114 eight-acre rest
The following were patients in
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, McKendree attended a workshop areas, fully landscaped and manfor piano teachers in Memphis last ned by attendants, will break up
July 14:
week. Roger Grove, a faculty mem- Tennessee's long stretches of interTerry Wayne Morrow, 16-year-old
ber of Southern Methodist Univer- state highway, highway comnus
son of Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Morrow,
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
sity. Conducted the session for sioner David K. Pack has announcRoute 4, received a alight concusMrs. Thomas Harrison, Mrs. music teacher. of the area.
ed.
sion and bruises last Friday morn- Trenton Hill, Mrs.
Louisa Martinez,
ing when he ran into the path of a Dr. E. E. Pittma
n, Mrs. Harold
car in front of the Taylor Motor Roberts, Vulva Hawks
, Mrs. Paul
Co.
You'll Say they're delicious!
Howard, Mrs. Johnny Henson, Mrs,
Morrow told policeman Hassell Carl Foster, Fulton; Dickie
ThomWilliams. who investigated the ac- as, Mrs. James McMillan,
South
cident, that he ran into the street Fulton; Mrs. Cecil
Davis, Dukefrom in front of a parked pick-up dom; Richard Willey
, Union City;
truck and into the path of a car Mrs. Bill Boyd, Clinto
n; Mrs. Lawdriven by Homer L. Ferguson of rence Butler, Wingo
; Mrs. Albert
Fulton. Ky.
Lake Street
South Fulton. No charges were Moss, Cayce; Mrs.
Wesley Reed,
filed.
Mrs. Harry Gossum, Mrs. Richard
Morrow was taken to the Fulton Linder, Mrs. Kenenth
Lindsey, Mrs.
Hospital, but his injuries were not Ernest Howard, Water
Valley.
classed as serious.

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

Bobby McKinney, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harry McKinney, is in Little
Rock this week attending the National Assembly of Cumberland
The Women's Missionary Society
Presbyterian Youth Fellowship- He
JOHIS HOSPITAL
was selected as a delegate from of the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
Mrs. L. E. Milstead, Mrs. Warthe local group, in which he is an met in regular session at the
ren Bard, E. A. Frazier, Mrs. Fanchurch at 7:30 last Thursday evenofficer.
nie O'Nan, Mr. and Mrs. H. E.
ing with six members present.
Shupe, Fulton; Janie Colthorpe,
In charge of the business session
Water Valley; Vernon Cavender,
was the president, Mrs. Charles
Mayflekl; Irvin Shanklin, Dresden;
Country music king Roy Acuff is Mrs. Sadie Boyle, Hickm
Bennett. The meeting was opened
an.
in a great deal of pain but will rewith prayer by Mrs. Loubie Howcover
from
injurie
s suffered in a
ell, and the Watch Words and call
FULTON HOSPITAL
weekend auto accident in plenty
to prayer were read. A committee
Mrs. Martin Nall, Ozie Todd,
of time to make a planned overseas Florence Wiggins,
report was given and plans were
0. E.
Funeral services for Mrs. Mar- tour
in December, Acuff's personal Ward Johnson, Mrs. ClydeNanney,
made to hold a book study in Aug- garet Tate, long-time reside
WallWoods,
nt of physician said. ust.
Fulton; Mrs. W. L.
Fulton, were held Friday at the
Dr. Cleo Miller said the 58-year- Monies Oliver, R. B. Carter, Mrs.
Devotional thoughts were taken Hornbeak Funeral Home
Sellars, Rev.
chapel old Grand Ole Opry star
:LW
(
1°P0
should Wesley Richardson, Mrs. Calvin
from the third chapter of Ecclesias- with Bro. Glenn Kapperman
of"mend in about- six weeks unless Evans, South Fulton
Housepaint
tes, given by Mrs. Paul Jones. An ficiating. Burial was in
; Mrs. Edna
Fairview complications develop."
Royer, Mrs. Harold Beard, Route
ting and inspiring program Cemetery.
3IMONS PAINT STORE interes
Grand
Ole
Opry
1,
guitarist Harold
on "Harvest of Freedom in West
Fulton; Mrs. Leslie
Mrs. Tate died July 7 at her "Shot
107 E. State Line
Phone 67 Africa
" Jackson remained in criti- Route 2, Fulton; Mrs. Cruse, Jr.,
" was given by several home at 214 Third Street after
Lloyd Wiga
cal condition today in a Nashville gins, Mrs. Luther
members, after which the meeting long illness. She was 91.
Weaver, Sr.,
hospita
l
with
skull
and rib frac- Loney Anderson, Hubert Corum,
was closed with a prayer by Mrs. Born in Obion County
, she was tures
Bennett.
the daughter of the late T. D. and Jacksoand other internal injuries. Route 3, Fulton; John Smith, Route
n was riding in the
4, Fulton; Mrs. Edgar Rhodes,
During the social hour refresh- Martha Ramsey Tate.
Survivors sent of the expensive sedan front Water
ments were enjoyed.
driven
Valley; Mrs. Gus Alexander,
include one aunt, Mrs. Enoch by
Acuff.
Sr., Edgar Bell, Guy Yates, Dennis
Browder of Fulton, and several
Come to the
Acuff suffered a fractured pelvis, Pittman, Mrs. Talmadge
Adams,
cousins.
a broken collarbone and several Route 2, Water Valley;
Mrs. I. H.
She was a member of the Cum- shattered ribs
in the auto mishap Copeland, Wingo; Mrs. Hazel
berland Presbyterian Church and Saturd
ay near
had worked for several years as a male vocalis Sparta; Tenn. A fe- O'Neal, Wingo Route; Leon Grist, June Stearns, suf- som, Mrs. James Gore, Route 1,
secretary in California.
fered a broken leg.
Wingo; Edgar Cashon, Joe Baird,
Active pallbearers were Charles
Senator John Sherman Cooper
Dukedom; Roy Moore, 'rresevant,
Willia
ms,
David Clements, Billy
(R-Ky) has introduced in the SenTenn.; Leosiard Conn, Union City;
ate a bill to provide $10,000 of life Milner, Clyde Williams, Abe
Blossie Westbrook,- Hickman; Mrs.
• New AIR CONDITIONED
insurance without cost to members Thompson, and Robert Thompson.
A. M. Cruce, Cayce; Wade Brown,
of the armed services engaged in
Crutchf
ield; Mrs. W. J. Faulkner,
• FREE PARKING
combat zones.
'Trimble; Airs. Rebecca Mayo,
Senator Cooper said, when introLynnville.
• FRAM TV IN EVERY R0014
ducing his bill: "This is the same
type of insurance which our GovFuneral services for Mrs. Mavis
• 3 FINE RESTAURANTS
ernment provided members of the Brown
EMERGENCY HOSPITAL
, who died July 7 at the Fularmed forces during the Korean ton,
were held Friday at the Whit.CHILDREN UNDER 14 FREE
Four
South
Fulton
studen
ts
The
won
2004red civil defense emerWar. I think it fair that we do as net Funera
much for members of the armed Rev. W. l Home Chapel. The first prizes in the District 4-H show gency field hospital for the May• 1500 FEET FROM 1.4E1APHIS•
T. Barnes officiated with in Milan Saturday. They will com- field area arrived
forces who are fighting a difficult the
Wednesday and
DOWNTOWN A I R PORT
assistance of the Rev. Orville pete in the state-wide Round-up to has been stored
at the Post office.
war in Viet-Nam, and for those Easley
. Interment was in the Pal- be held in Knoxville next month.
subject to fire in the Dominican estine
.401.1pLEIGET REMODELEDMethodist Church Cemetery. Susan Eltirrner won first place in
Republic, to give them assurance
Mrs. Brown, who was IT, Was food preservaSOn, Gene Cannon in
that their wives, children, parents, born
in Calloway County and was entomology, 'David McKinney in
and dependents are protected."
the wife of James 0. BroWn, Route junior forestry, and the Kiddie
one, Fulton. Survivors include a Katz trio in the "Share the Fun"
son, Tommy Brown`of St. Louis; a portion of the show.
sister, Mrs. Oscar Nazurgy of Ful- The trio is composed of Bonita
ton; a brother, Herman J. Easley Burrow, Marilyn McKendree, and
of Fulton; and several nieces and Carmen Gardner.
nephews, including Mrs. Sue Byars
Tommy Cannon, who won a blue
A forty-foot steeple was added to of Pulton.
ribbon in tractor demonstration,
the South Fulton Baptist Church She was a member
of the Pal- and Bobby Malmsey, who received
Monday. Its tip is 72 feet above the estine Methodist Church
the same award in the swine di.
ground.
&Darr I. WiltwAirr
vision, were named to attend the
POMO
MU . Ilk.
$1111111
The steeple was built by a diviKnexville Round-up as alternates.
sion of Campbellsville College, a
Other blue ribbon winners were
THE
AM .
Baptist school in Kentucky.
Paul Phelps in junior tractor demThe,$911,000 auditorium is expectWillie Tom Stark, ce( Route 3, onstration and Peggy Sturgis in
ed to be completed by August 15.
Fulton, died July 10 in Parkway home management. Harry McKinManor Nursing Home, following a ney won a red ribbon in held crops
lengthy illness. We was 79 years demonstration and Marilyn Hardy
WINS PRIZE
In junior bread baking.
of age.
Gene Cannon of South Fulton won
Funeral services were held Mon- The Kiddie Katz trio also won
the distric
a blue ribbon and eight dollars in day in the Oak Grove
Church of last year t "Share the Fun" title
a
chicke
and placed second in the
n
barbec
uing
contes
t
Christ,
in
with
•
Bro. William Hardison
Knoxville show.
Union City Friday. It was sponsor- officiating. Burial, in
charge
of
ed by the Sears & Roebuck Founda- Jackson's Funeral Home,
ARCOAL ERGILIG Si"
was in
tion and held at Turner Field.
the church cemetery.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. Ethel
Stark; three sons, Larry Stark of
— ORR —
Wayne, Mich., Alvin Stark of Royal
Oak, Mich., and Clifford Stark of
Funeral Services for William
Fulton, Route 3; one brother, Don
Stark of Fulton, Route 3; one sis- Guy Hopkins of Wingo Route 1
ter, Mrs. Amble Lynch of Detroit; were held at 2 last Thursday afterOR ROOS
four grandchildren and four great noon at the Little Obion Church
west of Wingo. Burial was in the
• FARM AND AUTO
grandchildren.
INSURANCE
church
cemetery.
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
He died of a heart attack July 6
'FARM LOANS
in the state hospital at MadisonOFFICE PHONIC S
ville. He was 66.
WM MAIN STREET
Funeral services for Mrs. 0. R. Survivors include four sisters,
FULTON, KENTUCKY
Harvey were held yesterday (Wed- Mrs. Wayne Meacham of Fulton,
nesday) afternoon in Whittle' Fun- Mrs. Bill Robey of Water Valley,
eral Home with Rev. W. T. Barnes, Mrs. Boaz Meacham of Farmingpastor of the First Methodist ton, Mich., and Mrs. Bill Pillow of
Church officiating. Burial was in Detroit; three brothers, Jesse Hopkins of Tucson, Arizona, John HopFairview Cemetery.
Mrs: Harvey died Monday night kins of Wingo, Finley Hopkins of
at her home, 815 Fairview, follow- Detroit; and several nieces and
ing a long illness. She would have nephews.
been 89 years of age next week.
She was a native of Erin, Tenn.,
was a member of the First Methodist Church, a- charter member
of the Fulton W. C. T. U. and had
Funeral services were held Satbeen active in the Woman's Society of Christian Service for many urday for Mrs Anna May Kelley of
Fulton Route 2 who died July 8 at
years.
Surviving are a son, W. D. Har- the Jones Hospital after a month's
vey of Fulton; a daughter, Mrs. E. illness
Born in Troy, Tenn., she was 73
0. Vance of Dyersburg; five grandchildren and nine great grand- and the widow of the late William
M. Kelley.
children.
Services were at the Cobb Chapel
Church near Hornbeak, Tenn., and
4\rj
burial was in the church cemetery.
INFANT DIES
Hornbeak Funeral Home of Fulton
The three-month-old daughter of was in charge of arrang
ements.
Charlie Forrest, former Fulton
She leaves two sons, Lloyd Keland Union City sports star, suffi- ley and Tom Kelley
of South Fulcated in her sleep at her parents' ton; a brother, Shafer
Smith of
28-page booklet "Why Didn't Someone Tell
apartment in Murray last Thurs- East St. Louis; two sisters
, Mrs.
day. Her death was apparently Ruth Smith and Mrs. Haze
Me About All These Uses for Vinegar?" Handy
Tucker
caused
by a plastic laundry bag of East St. Louis; four grandtips and recipes. Writer SPEAS COMPANY,
blowing from the end of the bed children, Ladd, Lynn,
2400 Nicholson Ave., Kansas City, MINN&
and Leslie
over her head as she slept.
Glenn Kelley, and Jamie Johnson.
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Lairs Recovery
To Take 6 Weeks

KENTUCKY
combines old-fashioned charm
with modern resorts and fine
new highways for your vacation

Kentucky's blumpasa horse tams add In-

Relax at one of Kentucky's 12 State

twist ta a Kentucky vacation.

Resort Pots.
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copies of the FULTON NEWS SHOPPER are
being read in 5,867 homes in Fulton,South Fulton and throughout the Twin-Cities'trade area
this morning (Thursday). Approximately
23,460 people will be motivated to come to the
Twin Cities to do their buying this weekend
because the pages of the Fulton NEWS-SHOPPER are filled with all kinds of attractivelypriced merchandise, be if groceries,furniture,
drugs,shoes, ready-to-wear, appliances,lawn
mowers or real estate.

The FULTON NEWS-SHOPPER has been
established to help twin cities' merchants
widen their trade area.It goes into over three
thousand homes each week that do not subscribe to a Fulton paper.If you have something
to advertise,let the Fulton NEWS-SHOPPER
prove its worth to you.
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Protests Flooding In To Governor On Court's Assessment Ruling

Kentucky's highest court has used a
constitution to rescue the state from the 19th century
20th century
plight of overcrowded, under-financed school
s.
The Court of Appeals ruled recently
that the
1891 Constitution means just what it says—
all
proper
ty
must be assessed for tax purposes at fair
cash
value
which is 100 per cent.

Oil Dealers Meet
Set To Discuss
Plans,Problems

been handicapped by a maximum
tax limit of $1.50 per $100 Linseed
valuation in each district. Beyond
that, voter approval is required and
that has become a rarity.
Fulton County oilmen will meet
Under full assessment, even a
here Wednesday to discuss opporbalancing act favors the education
tunities and problems they and
interests. For example, the averarea motorists face, according to
age assessment in the state is 27
E. J. McCollum, chairman of the
In a basically poor agricultural
percent and would almost quadFulton County Petroleum CommitThe outstanding fact about Ken- ruple under the new ruling. If the
state where some counties assess
tee.
school
tax
tucky's
limit
were
Constitu
reduced
tion
is
'prothat it someas low as 11 pe: ^ent, the unr.:-.
..4- times has been
portionately, local school boards
ignored
outright
or
Principal speakers at a 12:00ous decision caused much dismay interpre
still would have a new base from
ted by
noon meeting at the Derby Restauand consternation. It may be the with remarka the Court of Appeals which to start
climbin
ble
g
again
toelastici
ty. The
rant will be Thomas H. Maxedon,
only such state ruling now on the document's
authors, living in Popu- ward 51.50—without voter approval.
Louisville, executive director, and
books in the entire nation.
list-dominated times, mistrusted
Equally important is the stagJohn W. Fish, assistant Director of
Many property owners appear so the power elite and tried to shackle gering array of technical problems
the Kentucky Petroleum Council.
involve
it.
d.
A
bewilde
ring variety of
shocked their reaction is taking
Among topics to be discussed at
But time ana again Kentucky taxes is imposed on the assessed
time to congeal. But already mail
the meeting will be the $176 million
is flowing into the office of Gov. voters have strongly resisted at- value of real property. There are
bond referendum, highway financEdward T. Breathitt. A sample let- tempts to rewrite the Constitution. perhaps 1,000 local governments
ing and Homecoming Year travel
The latest administration effort is and taxing alithorities which must
ter:
service and promotion.
a gathering of 50 notables to draft make their own adjustments.
'There's nothing else for us to do a model document and
Will they make compensating
submit to
Everyone in the oil business, Mcbut move out of the state."
the people eventually as a great downward revisions in taxes or will
Collum said, is invited to the meetthey succumb to the temptation of
Breathitt is aware of the swell- comprise for the 20th century
Itissolag out of milk isn't life's pwasast tragedy
.
ing. Membership of the county oil, but M's no msy
leg tide of resentment, fear and
Against this background, the high a windfall from increased assessto ialpmmes that new boy in year life.
men's organization, he went on to
uncertainty. For although the high court suddenly decided to adhere
ments?
say, includes jobbers, salesmen,
court's decision allowed until Jan. the letter of the law on assessm to The average Kentucky property
ents.
dealers, office employe
1 for adjustments, it did not sug- It was a bold step since
four of the owner appears unaware of the
cations Service which maintains station operators and es, service
gest bow such a drastic change seven judges are up for
their emdepths
of
the
financia
revoluti
l
on.
election
communications for control of ployees, bulk plant
News From Our
managers and
should be handled.
He does know he owns a house
next year.
global Air Force operations.
employees, and agents.
Why had the court not ruled ear- whose assessment would at least
Breathitt's first reaction was
The sergeant is a graduate of
Boys
In
The
triple—
and
that
nobody
has
lier
yet
on
this
vital
questio
n?
to issue a mollifying statement
Hickman High School.
guaranteed him a compensating
about the "unforeseen" develop- "Because nobody asked us," one drop in taxes.
His wife, Catherine, is the daughSERVICE
ment and to promise be would jurist said.
Yet it is his
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Howguard against unjust taxation. He The asking finally was done by education locallyfailure to support
ard of 407 N. Magnolia, Ave., Annow is operating under a pledge several dozen Louisville-area edu- the school crisis that brought on
LISS ItANDOLFH (CVS-15)—Sea- drews, S. C.
that
led
to
the
cators,
patrons and students who
not to raise state taxes during his
man Apprentice Randal D. Pope,
contended assessments were too sweeping court decision.
term which ends in 1967.
Fifteen men have begun a 52Local tax commissioners, pres- USN, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. J.
low to support decent education and
week auto mechanic's school set
sured
by
constitu
tents, have been A. McKelvy
The governor had planned to call that officials refused to provide a
"USS
eroding the tax base for years by is serving of Route 3, Fulton, Ky., WilliamHORNET (C'VS 12)—Airman up in Mayfield with Federal funds
a special session of the legislature remedy.
aboard the anti-submaJ. Emery, USN, son of Mr. available throigh the Manpower
reducing assessments. Somewhere rine
June 21 to consider helping ailing
warfare support aircraft car- and Mrs- Joseph 0. Emery of Route Training and Development Act.
The school lobby has been the along the line the
school people rier USS Randolph, operati
local school districts such as in the guiding force
The purpose of the classes in vong in 1, Fulton, is serving aboard the
behind
Louisville area. He shelved that full assessment and the battle for were bound to protest in court. The the Mediterranean with the U. S. anti-submarine warfare support cational training is
to prepare the
has
the
most
repercu
ssion
is
almost
more
than
call when the court bombshell to gain. Up to
aircraft carrier MS Hornet, which men to secure and keep worthwhile
Sixth Fleet.
now schools have the educators bargained for.
burst.
participated in Seattle's "Seafair" jobs after completion of the course.
Randolph is the flagship for Task June 18-21.
A 32-week course to train sewing
Breathitt sees the momentous
Group Alfa, which consists of the
machine mechanics was recently
ruling as a great challenge in adThis
Randolph, six destroyers and two
was Hornet's first visit to complet
ed.
dition to potential political dynasubmarines. Providing the Ran- Seattle in seven years.
mite. He is the first Kentucky govdolph's air power are two air antiernor in modern times to have the
submarine squadrons, a helicopter
We Need Industrial Park
INCREASE EXPECTED
opportuinty of arranging property
anti-submarine squadron, and a detaxes on a stabilised basis.
Kentucky's 1965 corn crop is off
tachment of airborne early warnto a good start this year and the
ing patrol aircraft.
How be will do so, be has not
MIEN semis
first production forecast of the
hinted. But he is confident the prob- Two business barometers painted MINI,
Randolph's first port visit was season is for 68,442,000 bushels
—
ELM I=1 Vann et Bratlem can be resolved in the next six a bright economic picture in TenYour supply of fresh vegetables Rapallo, Italy, June 30-July 5. le percent above the 1964 produc- did Ahem
asusilY
nessee
today.
months.
does not have to end when summer Other ports of call scheduled in- tion. Acreage planted for grain is IA111 1 WNW volth NEI= hitaisat.
Non-agricultural wage and salar- is over. By planting certain veget- clude Genoa and Naples, Italy; estimated at 1,104,000 acres, 1
Itsm
ea most stubborn sans rowel
per- %pram
et whit you Ws triad a
ied employment was reported at an ables you can extend the harvest- Marseilles and Cannes, France; cent above last year. The
yield
hue
*am
your case. IlliPteOlt could
all-time high in the state last month ing season to late November or and Barcelona, Spain.
forecast at 62 bushels per acre is 5 maw your timid
with amazing raisin.
by Mrs. C. Frank Scott, state em- early December. Some vegetables
bushels above last year but 4 bush- See your Druggist for
TNIIATRIE
ployment security commissioner.
grow well alter frost has killed
els under the record high in 1963. I
CITY DRUG CO.
Between Martin & Union City
And the University of Tennessee most of the common garden crops.
Bureau of Business Research said Some of the vegetables crops which
4. C. (DOC) ADAMS
NORTHAMPTON,
England —
Tuesday, Wedneadell, July 13-14 the first third of the year showed you can harvest in October, No- Technical Sergeant Billy J. Yates, . ‘. vvear/14111106101%.
.•••••
LIgesatet"%i!!•_.
vember or December are cabbage, son of
,
Tennessee is on the rise.
Dodds Feature
Mrs. Rosie Edgizi of 11.00 .... ...
kale,
lettuce,
mustard
,
radish,
Mrs.
Scott
said
nonfarm employWashington St., Idickman, has arStarts at 8:00 P. M.
''‘..1111011Vp:ais
M
ment in mid-May reached 1,0111,41118 broccoli, cauliflower, and turnips. rived kir duty'at Croughton RAF • erusior‘
Rock Hudson-Paula Prentiss
Ms
more than 4,000 above the previous
MAN PAVORITR SPORT
Station,
iksiglsod.
Transplants - Crops planted in the
V.I
record peak set in December, 1.964. fall garden
.•r..""4o4w410.1..ft.0e
Then at 9:411
as transplants are cab- Sergeant Yates,
At the same time, she said, total bage; broccoli
a radio equip441ftosolea ''. t .7. ,lof
Tony Randall
, and cauliflower.
11.,4\fillialr'MN limit
estimated unemployment dropped Some
TIN BRASS BOWL
gardeners sta.rt lettuce In ment repairman, previously serv--••••..:nos ,:,..%..±01"
from 3.6 percent to 3 percent for seed fiats,
then transplant to the ed at Otis AFB, Mass. His new unit
US 45-51 By Peas Highhinds- Fulton
Thursday, Friday, July 15-16
the month. The rate was 3.9 percent garden. Cabbag
is
part
e,
of
broccoli
the
,
Air
and
Force
Commun
iStarts at 8:15
during the eorresponding period
cauliflower should bo transplanted
Jack Leman - 'Romy Schnerider men* ago.
to the garden about July 15. LetGOOD NEIGHBOR SAM
Mrs. Scott said an upsurge in tuce can be transplanted from Augand at 9:35
business activity over the state, ac- ust 15 to September 15. Allow 5 to
Peter Sellers
centuated by seasonal factors, was
weeks for growing your transWORLD OP HENRY ORIENT the underlying
cause of the emplyo- plants.
ment gain.
Saturday, July 17
Direct-seeded plants - Seed carAt Knoxville, the UT research
Three Feature's
rot
and kale about July 15 to give
bureau said sales for the first four
Starts at 8:00 P. M.
months of 1965 showed a 9.8 percent them enough time to develop.
James Franciscus•
gain over 1984, and the overall pic- Mustard, radish, and turnip should
Susanne Pleshette
ture supported optiamism for the be seeded from August 1 to 15.
YOUNGBLOOD HAWKE
future.
and at 9:46
Insect Control • All of the fall
Manufacturing employment dur- crops except carrots and radishe
Audie Murphy
s
ing the first four months of the will need dusting or sprayin
THE QUICK GUN
g to
year was 5.1 percent above the control insects.
Then at 11:05
same period a year earlier.
Troy Donahue - Connie Steven
the newest, most exciting place in Louisville
The same insecticides used
SUSAN SLADE
throughout the summer may be
PRODUCTION UP
Sunday, Monday, July 18-19
used on the fall crops. These maKentucky's 1965 hay crop is ex- terials are Sevin, DDT, malathion,
Double Feature
WEEKEND SPECIAL!
pected to total 2,482,000 tons — 9 and methoxychlor. Follow the manStarts at 8:00
percent above last year. This is ufacturer's recommendation printElvis Presley
s
Friday A.M. thru Sunday P.M. 'goo'
due to a 5 percent increase in acre- ed on the package.
TICKLE MS
age
and
a
slight
increase in yields.
and at 9:30
Use Additional Fertilizer - Apply
Acreage is estimated at 1,644,000 4 to 5 pounds of 5-10-10 or 6-12-12
Robert Walker - Burl Ives
Spacious room FOR TWO PERacres and yield at 1.51 tons per fertiliser per 100 feet of row.
ENSIGN PULVER
SONS
...3 days and 2 nights
EIMMINsomillillEosso
acre.
Watering - Open furrow, plant
PLUS
$24
In delicious meals for
the seeds, apply 1 gallon of water
$39
only
per
couple, including
to each 10 feet of row, and then
tax. Children under 12 FREE in
cover seeds. Cabbage, broccoli,
and cauliflower need to be Irrigatparents' room. Come as you are
ed Unless water is available for
.
. . you're always welcome at
Irrigation, these crops may not maStouffer's!
ture.
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Agent's News
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Blouses
Whits and Colon
Mosey, Massy Stylus
Sold op to $5.99

For Fine Liquors

li

Volvos to $5.99

197

LOUISVILLE INN

REG. 25!
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29'

For glorious burgers

Heat it!

• Wash • Oil Change •Marian Lubrication
MURREL & EDDIE STEPHENS

WATER VALLEY)ri-

IV

.4

bids

KRAFT'S amazing
pasteurized process cheese
spread for dozons of
fast cheese treats

Others

•

to $3.97

Special Purchase
Advance Fall

Sweaters
& Skirts
Volvos to $14.99

$
4
97

Chen Whiz'em!
Spoon it!

cad Cetus

Jamaica:
Pedal Pushers

toufferk

STATION

It

Others to $3.97

Enjoy a carefree vacation!

SERVICE

to $14.97

Slotwooloso Cotton

SUNSET DRIVE-111

STEPHEN'S TEXACO

$19"

IIFRP

COLORFUL, UNIQUE DINING
THE FINEST ACCOMMODATIONS
Enjoy famous Stouffer food and
300 handsomely appointed
cocktails served in an old New
rooms and suites feature every
Orleans atmosphere in three
luxurious convenience including
beautiful street level dining
bedside TV controls! Free parkrooms . . . or try the inviting
ing, t-riimming pool, underwater
"CUP AND STIRRUP," our roofmusic and free Sauna Baths.
top restaurant and cocktail
Massage parlor...
. barber shop
lounge featuring late dining and
... Grand ballroom ... meeting
a dramatic view of the city for
rooms ... complete hospitality
miles around! Live music nightly.
to make your visit memorable.
Completely air-conditioned
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW: 582-2241

STOUFFER'S LOUISVILLE INN 120 West Broadway

To MK
KIT NOW ... SAVE!

"•••

Slips and
Half Slips

Shorty Pis
Gown
Robes
to $5.99

$1
97

To PAT

With JIM PRYOR
larbaitold Affsmt. illeris comma Ildirsei

yield of eighteen leading field
crops, for example, is up seventyone per cent from twenty years
ago. It rose almost forty per cent
between 1144 and 1959. During this
same period, corn yields rose from
thirty-two point eight bushels to
fifty-one point five bushels per
acre . . . and wheat, from seventeen point seven to twetapene
point three bushels. Cotton yields
jumped from about there hundred
pounds per acre to four hundred
and sixty-five pounds . . peanuts,
from six hundred and seventyeight to almost eleven hundred
pounds. And rice, from about
twenty-ope hundred to more than
thirty-three hundred pounds per
acre. This efficiency makes possible
an abundance of food and fiber . .
contributing tremendously to our
high standard of living.
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BIG STEP!
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with a $15 fee being charged for probably be necessary.
more than 10 dogs.
A heron will provide identificaThe individual tags sell for $1.50 tion for a dog if it becom
es lost or
and may be purchased from the lostolen,
or
should
it
bite
someone.
cal dog warden or, in some cases,
Too, the control of strays protects
the county sheriff.
our children, home and yard
The purpose of the Kentucky dog perty, livestock, and preven prots outlaw is to eliminate stray dogs and breaks of rabies.
to control rabies. Along with the
requirement that all dogs be licensed, the State Board of Health WE BUY,
requires that all dogs six months
SELL and TRADE
old or older be vaccinated for
rabies.

`Kentucky Ayrshire breeders had
an opportunity to see and buy some
of the Nation's top Ayrshire animals last wises at the second annual Kentucky National Ayrshire
The control of rabies is a very
Show and Sale. It was held at the
State Fairgrounds and offered 41 Important service of the dog law.
If a child is bitten by a dog that
top-bred animals.
can be identified and shown to
New and Used Shotguns.
Middle Brook Farm, Dalton, have
been vaccinated, chances are
Ohio, showed the grand champion
Pistols. Mks
which was purchased by Bob Dix, he or she will not be required to
take
Pasteu
r treatments. Howevep,
De Graff, Ohio. Harold Nation and
Leader Spoiling Goods
Dr. E. H. Baker, aivWe,Pur- If a child is bitten by a dog that has
414 LA/11 AT.
MONS WI
chased the mom oar elmunrIon not been vaccinated, the shots will
which was emmioad by the Scotch
Haven Farm, Kirkersville, Ohio.
The Ayrshire breed is smaller in
total numbers on Kentucky dairy
farms. However, the numbers are
showing an increase in many areas
of the State. This was the second
National show and sale for this
breed, and this event should do
much toward promoting the breed.

\or

It is time for us to begin think.g about a pasture program for
ill, provided of course you are a
restock raiser and most farmers
ave some at least. A pasture is
ke many other things today—much
me is involved in planning and
etting ready for the actual operaon. You cannot wait until the day
r sow a pasture and then proceed
ith the operations.
A good pasture program is very
)(pensive today and there shottkl
ot be a single slip in getting
* TRUTH IS RTC...
verything ready. After the geld
u.s. mos/ ACTUALLY
as been selected, be sure to have
111xPIRINIIPITSS INT4
're soil tested by some good soils
NiCSNOIANYcAIROYINII SATS
iboratory and ask for a complete
Fulton County homemakers clubs
IN WORLD VON II
nalysis of needs for the kind of enjoyed a tea July 7, 1:30, featurssture you plan to sow. You sIsould ing local members who attended
Nen follow these recotnutendations the ACW'W meeting in Hawaii in
nd not overlook anything that is 1904. The program was presented
The Department does not atscommended Be sure that agri- by these ladies—Miss Alice Sowell,
tempt to promote one breed over
tiltural limestone is added far Mrs. Bert Yarbro, Sr., Mrs. R. T
the other, whether it be dairy or
nough in advance in order that it Donnell, Mrs. Cannon Moore and
beef. Rather, we like to see strong
111 become 'venal:Pe by the time Mrs. A. L. Burns, as they recountassociations for each breed. I feel
`. will be needed by the small plants ed many events, experiences and
that if a farmer finds that he likes
hat will be there to use it.
customs in their travels. They were
a particular breed, that Is the one
Pryer seed variety and selee- dressed in native costume of Hahe should own. Good management
ions are important plus correct waii with flowers in their hair,
is what determines the success of
mounts to sow per acre. All these wearing necklaces made of the
the
livestock operation.
Maga count a lot today—and more maeedonia nut which is of great
SOYBEANS RESISTANT TO
o than ever before due to increas- commercial value. About a hunOur total livestock industry needs
NEMATODE
d costs.
dred attended. Guests, officers and
promotion, not only for a particular
The
Kentuc
ky
Division of Fores- show or sale,
It has always been my experience charter members were given leis.
but throughout the
Two plots of soybeans that are try has moved its service
Nat the very best soil bed preparepersonnel year.
As Mrs. Ernest Jenkins, county resistant to the soybean cyst nema- to the
district office in Mayfield. associaStrong, well-organised breed
ion is the safest and surest. Some president, could not
tions should be the
attoad.. Idra. tode are being grown in Obion The move was made in
an effort of such promotion. I wouldcenter
tel that this can be overdone but L. E. Kiher presided,
served Punch County this year. The Obion County to streamline the divisio
urge
hat is very doubtfuL
n's timber each cattleman, whethe
and gave the welcome. Cookies, farmers that have the two
Wherever you fish for sport—on the
r he be a
acre management program.
Of course moisture and rainfall fruit balls and Hawaiian
dairyman or in the beef cattle busidelicacies plots are Sterling Stone on the
ocean
, by the booming surf; or on some
The service
3 vital for a successful pasture were served
. Francis and
Pleasant Vaney Road with the of the Mayfie foresters working out ness, to join Ms breed association.
Ingram. We are not always sure Yarbro exhibited the hula Ginger
ld office are Jim Bax- Moreover, I would urge him
quiet
country pond. it's great at the end
dance in beans growing on east side of road ley, Newto
to be
the fall if we will have moisture a number.
n Cop, Jerry Pelly, and an active maiabor and speak
of
the
day
up
near
to
for
the
head
Pleasa
foc a rewarding glass of beer.
nt
Valley
Method
Dave
ist
Sorensen.lrhey are available good, quality-heed cattle
Alen we need it and due to that
whenev
While you're talkingaver the ones that gotaway,
set we must prepare ourselves for The delegatas flew from Los Church and Ellis Hobbs and his to assist small woodland owners an opportunity presents itself. er
'yen the worst. With proper seed Angeles to Honolulu in four hours son J. Ray Hobbs of the Macedonia with timber intprovements, timber
or pan-frying the ones that didn't, you enjoy
the
Jed preparation and with the idea by Jet. Many went by ship. The Community with the beans growing marking (volume estimate of standdiscuss
on
ion
the
heart
was
Corum
illustr
y taste and cool refreshment only a
ated
Farm
by picnear No. 7 kig timber), and tree planting.
Dog owners are reminded that
n mind of preserving all moisture
glass
of
beer can give you so well. Yes, whatever
-ossible that is present, an tamest tures they had taken as Mrs. W. B. Levee.
In addition they are available to 1965 licenses are due, having gone
Sowell
control
your
led
the
project
or.
on
sale
July 1. A license La required
ure job can be accomplished.
The nematode resistant beans are inspect woodland owners' timber
sport—bowling or strolling, golfing or gardening
Thenjellowing germination of al The grave of Ernie Pyle was seen. very similar to the Hill Soybean and tree planting land and give the for all dogs six months old or oldJust about every phase of life on
—a frosty glass of beer makes a natura
landow
ner a written report on bow
and are planted in alternate two
milscrAss and legume seed sown
lly
t becomes necessary to protect the Islands was shown, even pits of rows with the Hill variety. The the woodland and unproductive land
great
accom
panim
ent
A
person
pigs
being
operat
barbec
ing
a
ued.
Mrs.
kennel
McLeod field where Sterlin
may
hem from all insects that attack
g Stone is grow- can best be used. There is no buy a keasel limmee. A
was
UNITED STATES lialtattall ASSOCIATION.
flea of 010
lahmatore plants. This can musicgreeted lovingly. Haw1131111 ing the beans luso heavily infested charge for these services.
INC.
Is
requir
ed
to
floated
P.S.Sin IMO,LsNINONI,Sialmity 411est
keep
from
10
the
dogs
backgr
or
ound.
leas,
'A dame talth proper use of insectiwith nematodes that last year it
The
conclu
ding
featur
e was
cides and herbicides on the market.
twenty-four members modeling made only II bushels of beans per
dresses they made in the past acre and Mr. James Epps, USDA
years' major project. Miss Myra Nernotologist told me that very
DID YOU KNOW?
Scearee carried a reed bag she seldom do they ever see a field
with as many nematodes as was
The rate at which agriculture has made. Some wore hats
of their own revealed
in a soil sample I sent him
'regressed in the United States is making. The membe
rs
repeat
ed last year. The
me of the most significant develop- it was good to have
field where Ells
Mrs. Thompson Hobbs
has a trial planting was 90
ments of modern times. Per-acre back.
heavily infested with nematodes
that it made between 3 and 5 bushels of beans per acre last year. It
Is apparent from this that we made
a special effort to find fields where
the nematode resistant beans would
be subject to an extremely high
nematode population.
The nematode resistant beans
that we are trying in Obion County
this year are not the exact variety
that the University of Tennessee
and USDA plan to release next
year because the resistant beans
we are trying are not as uniform
as desired and too many Mack
beans. But the resistant beans we
are trying have the same nematode
resistant bred into them as the
nematode resistant variety that will
be released to the farmers next
year.
We hope that these two plots of
nematode resistant soybeans will
continue to show as much resistance to nematodes all through the
growing season as they are revealKentucky Straight Bourbon. 90 Proof a 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
ing at the present time. You are
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
invited to observe these two soybean fields that should be of special
interest to all soybean producers.
We have already this year observed the soybean cyst nematodes
• Cheap seeds, inferior seeds, poor quality seeds—how expen
in a lot of soybean fields that have
Charlia Scales Store
sive they really are to plant!
not previously been infested esHighway 51, North
You invariably get skimpy yields that raise your cost per unit.
F ulion
Each ton, each bushel becomes
pecially around the South Fulton
— Phone 399 —
mighty high-priced. Saving a few pennies on seeds at planting time
area.
can lose
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Cheap Seeds
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High-Cost Crops

Well,
it's No.1
in sales.

\BFGoodrich

Call us for FAST, EFFICIENT
ON -THE -FARM

TIRE SERVICE!

Soybeans grow in soil heavily infested with the soybean cyst nematode are stunted, have a general
appearance of unthriftiness, and
undergo yellowing of the foliage
which progresses upward from the
lower leaves. Death of plants may
occur where infestations are extremely heavy. Symptom expression is more severe during periods
of moisture stress early in the
growing season. Reduced noduletion and extensive rotting of the
roots are frequently associated
with severe infection, but the only
specific sign is the presence of
numerous white to brown females
of the soybean cyst nematode on
the soybean roots. Weed problems
may develop in infested soybean
fields due to reduced shading and
lick of competition by infected
plants.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
July 19-23 - 4-H Jr. Camp—Milan,
July 23 - Feeder Pig Sale - Mayfield, July 27 - West Tennessee
Junior Beef Heifer Show - Jackson,
July 30 - Obion County Angus Tour.

you many dollars at

harvest time.

• For low-cost high-profit crops,plant Southern
States Quality Seeds. You harvest maximum
yields at lowest possible cost per ton or bushel.
Down go your per-unit expenses. You come out
way ahead with Southern States Quality Seeds.
See your Southern States Agency now and reserve your fall needs.

Cut Production Costs With
Southern States Quality Seeds
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One Hundred Relatives, Friends
Enjoy Vaughan Family Reunion

ber of friends enjoyed this occasion. Mrs. Laverne neesinsby,
Mrs. Durell Terrell, Mrs. Merry
weekend with Mrs. Eula Rogers
We are sorry to report Mrs.
preach the third Sunday at 7:3
Barber and Mrs. Cecil Barber were
This community was saddened
Julia Winstead of near Johnson
About one hundred relatives and Cabin
P. M. due to Brother Galli
the
hoste
sses.
mor
John,
last Tuesday by the passing of one
Md; Mr.
Grove is very W in Jones Clinic friends enjoyed the
day together John Verhines, Mr. and and Mrs. of the older
A revival will begin at Ruthville starting a meeting.
and most beloved citiMrs. Darin Fulton. We wish an early re- at the Vaughan Famil
Miss Melody Terrell spent last
y reunion at rell Wright and Mike, Steve
the fourth Sunday, July 25. Brother
covery for her.
Oliver, zens, Mrs. Edna Strong,
the Harvey Vaughans, the first
R. L. MoNatt, Mr. and Mrs. Burt been in declining health who had week with her grandparents, Mr. Neeley from Hickman
Mr. and Morris George of Dear- Sunday in July. This has been a
will do the
for the and Mrs. Duren Terrell.
Straw, Micky, Rickey, Mark, Tim past several years. She
preaching. Services will be at Subscribe To The News
had been a
born, Michigan were recent guest custom of the Vaughan family since
and Jeffry, Omaha, Neb; Mr. and patient at the hospital for
s
7:30 P. M. Brother Glen Cooley will
Mrs. Elnora Vaughan has
before 1900.
of Mrs. Virginia Hay.
$1.00 for 6 months
Mrs. W. C. Morrison, Mies Lyrl week. Sympathy is exten the past ed from a two week visit returnded
to her
to her
Thoae enjoying this occasion were Kennedy, Mr. and
Mr. John Smith has been on the
Mrs. Hoyt Ken- daughter, Mrs. Valda Simpson, sister Rebecca in St. Louis.
Mrs. Matilda Jackson, Mr. and nedy, Mrs. Lillie
sick list the past week. Visitors
in
grandson Billy Simpson, two greatthe Smith Home on Friday and Mrs. Hiram Trentham, Gleason; Mrs. Durrell Terre Ray, Mr. and
Mrs. Judy Ross Linzie, her husgrand
ll,
Mr.
sons, Barry and Dennis Simpand
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas 'Trentham, Paul Whitehead
Saturday afternoon were Mrs. No
and Billie, Tucson, son, three sisters, Mrs. 011ie band and two sons from El Dorado,
Alexander, Mrs. Jack CaIlihem, Jeffery and Mike, Paris; Mr. and Arizona; Mr. and
Kansas, visited her grandparents
Mrs. E. I. Brun- Thomas, Mrs. C. R.
Mrs. Abe Jolley and Mr. Lee Ruck- Mrs. Arthur Smotherman, Detro
dige, Mrs. Inez Dalton, Gallatin, Mrs. Evelyn Elliott. Reams and Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Ross last week.
it;
Funer
al serMrs. Kathryn Martin, Union City; Tenn; Mr. and
er of Fulton.
Mrs.
vice was at New Hope, where she Her last visit was thirteen years
Miss Patricia Cunningham of Mrs. Willie Parker, Kenneth Park- Mr. and Mrs. Wiley J. B. Heaney,
had
been
Sims, Mrs.
a member for more than ago.
Paducah spent a few days of last er, Mr. and Mrs. Dee Foley, Mr. Montes Foley Orr
fifty
and
years
son,
.
Willi
am
Mrs. Laverne Owensby, Mrs.
week with Miss Paula Long.
and Mrs. Vern Stewart, Robert G. Melciorson,
Houston, Texas; Mr.
Jim
Hicks and Mrs. Harvey VaughGarry Stem is visiting relatives Donald and Christine, Carpenter- and Mrs. Wayn
Many lovely and useful gifts were
an attended the County Council of
vilhs, It; Mr. and Mrs. Zank Foley Mr. and Mrs. e Griffin, Chicago; presented to Mr. and Mrs.
in Princeton, Kentucky.
Willie
Jimmie Home Demonstration
Billy Stem was in Paducah on and Rkkey, Union City; Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Harv Harwood, and Barber
Clubs at
at the household shower Dresden last Satur
ey Vaughan and
Mrs. Cleburn Foley, Ronnie and Hoyt Vaughan
day afternoon.
business one day last week.
J. B. MANS & SONS
of Holladay, Tennes- given at the home of
Mrs. Caen
Mrs. William Long and Paula and Trees*, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fo- see.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
eireenfield., Tam.
Harr
y
Whitv
er
and
Barbe
r last Saturday. A large numMTS. Wendell Butts and Debbie ley, Dennis and Roy, Mrs. Eunice
Debbie from Nashville spent last
spent one afternoon in Paducah Curiae, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas FoJ.
ley, Cindy, Brenda, Jeannie, Gloria
last week.
William Greer fell from his train and Kathy, Chicago, M.; Mr. and • AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs.(ray Molds
recently and suffered a broken Mrs. Edsel Curiae, Anne Louise,
We are preparing a completely
Pamela, and Richard, Baltimore,
wrist.
Little Miss DeAnna Ferguson Maryland; Mr. and Mrs. Van
Mr.
has been visiting her grandparents Braun, Mrs. Opal Pounds, Mem- child and Mrs. Fred Jones and
ren of Akron, Ohio, arrived
phis; Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Foley,
new way of life for our children. Every
In Troy this past week.
Sunday on their vacation, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson 'Mpg and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Walls, Mr. Mr.
Jerry of Fulton visited Mrs. C. E. and Mrs. James Walls and Becky, villagand We. Dave Mathis of this
Lowe, Sunday afternoon. Also, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight, relat e and will also visit with other
day we hear talk of rockets and
ives around this area.
and Mrs. Hubert Adams of Fulton Sheffield, Alabama; Mrs. Lucy
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his
Gibbs, Mr. and Mts. Tom Sharp.
were visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Totoro, regular appointment at New Salem
missiles. This is truly the space
Baptist Church at 11 A. M. and the
evening service is devoted to class
singing, preceeding the Baptist
training union.
age. However, history has taught us
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Holbert and
their granddaughter, Vickie Dewey,
Miss Beatrice Smoot, all of Akron,
that man's need for God is
came throligh our section last
week, after having spent a vacation in Florida. They will visit all
The annual W. M. U. Day of the relatives in Mayfield, Kentu
ever present, and new
cky enBaptist Woman's Missionary Union route home to Akron. They
repor
t
of the Southwestern Region will be a very nice trip.
held at Jonathan Creek Baptist AsNights, Dial 472-1,76
Miss Sammie Jane Mathis refrontiers have never changed this.
sembly Thursday (July 15) starting turned home Saturday
from Hillat 9:30 a. m.
view Hospital where she had trekFeatured on the program will be merit for a siege of pneum
onia. We
TAKE YOUR FAMILY TO CHURCH
Mrs. C. P. Gunther, new W. M. S. hope her convalescent
days will be
*Complete line of Hall- Director for the state of Kentucky very few and she
can be
and Miss Mary Anne Forehand, I have spent the past out again.
mark cards, tallies and new
weekend in
state Sunbeam Director.
Dresden, Tenn., a houseguest of
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
playing cards
Other personalities will include Mr. and Mrs. Eric
Cunningham
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
*Gifts in colored glass- Mr. Ronnie Hampton, minister of and mother, Mrs. Addle
FrieMs.
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
ware, brass, Goldtone music of First Missionary Baptist It was a gala day in the home of
Church, Benton, who will be in Mr. and Mrs. Doye
Bouti
n
and milkglass
near
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
charge of the music. Rev. John
Dukedom, the past Sunday, where
•Pepperite printed sta- Wood, pastor of First BaptiA.
love of God, no government or secidy or way of life
st relatives gathered to spend the
tionery, calling cards Church, Paducah, will speak con- day. Their guests were: Mr. and
will long persevere and the freedoms skids we hold
cerning mission work in the moun- Mrs. C,ovene Hasti
ngs
and
and notes
grand
so
dear will inevitably perish. Minim We
tains of Kentucky.
daughters, Marla
him
'Picture frames
Mrs. T. A. Thacker, Regional Detroit, Mich; Mr. and Marsha of
a selfish point of view, one should sopped No Owe
and Mrs. Doyle
W.
U.
K.
Presi
dent, urges a high Frigid*, Tullahoma,
'Permanent flower arfor the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
attendance for this meeting. Each Mrs. Jimmy Argo Tenn.; Mr. and
rangements
person is asked to bring her own Hickman, xr: and baby, Cited,
beyond that, however, every person should uphold
AM enjoyed the
'Fresh-cut flower ar. lunch, and drinks can be bought at day.
and
participate in the Church because it tells the truth
the Assembly.
rangements
We extend heartfelt sympathy to
about man's life, death and destiny; the !Nth Aids
the family of Miss Lucille Austin,
'Corsages and pillow
who
alone
passe
will set him free to live as a child of God.
d
away
at
Paris Hospital,
corsages
Saturday afternoon after a loon ill'Wedding flowers a specness. Miss Austin was a former
Col*mon Adv. Sem
The Fulton County Baptist Asso- resident of this district and teach
ialty
ciation Woman's Missionary Union er and was held in turb esteem by
'Artistic funeral arquarterly meeting will be held at all. Bowlin Mortuary had charg
e
rangements
14:30 a. m. Monday at the First of arrangements with funeral serBaptist Church, Hickman, Ky.
vices held in Palmersvllle Church
Mrs. T. A. Thacker, southwest- of Christ, interment in Morgan
ern regional president, of Murray, cemetery, Monday.
We have news of the death of
will be the guests peaker. The JunPhone 20
Mrs. Nora Abernathy which came
ior
Girls
Auxil
iary
of
Fulto
n
First
Carr at Commercial
Baptist Church will give a worship Sunday night in Kansas City, Missouri, where she resided with her
presentation.
grandson, Billie Joe Cavendar and
family for the past several months.
Mrs. Abernathy has been in failing
health for a good many years. Funeral services are set for Wednesday
afternoon in Wellsville, Missouri
Church of Christ with interment in
church cemetery. Sympathy is extended by all relaitves and friends.
Brother Charles Walls filled his
appointment at Knob Creek Church
of Christ the past Sunday at n
A. K. where he serves his church
THIS SERIES OF CHURCH ADS IS BEIN
G PUBLISHED THROUGH THE COOPERATION
on each second and fourth SunOF THII LOCAL MINISTER
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED BY
IAL
days.
THE UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSI
NESS INSTITUTIONS
By Wks Charles Lawn

CHESTNUT GLADE
By Mee. Harvey Vaughn

NEW FRONTIERS

Scott's Floral Shop

LOW RATING

INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

Weakley County's forest fire prevention ranks fifth in the sixteencounty West Tennessee District of
the Tennessee Department of Conservation according to statistics.

Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

Phone MS

Hickman - Fulton Co's. R.E.C.C.

William Ward, Livestock

"Live Better Illeetrieany"

We buy and sell daily
Morris St; S. Fulton
Phonies 1111 and I

Hickman, Cy.

CITY DRUG COMPANY
WEAKLEY BENEFITS
More than $15 million is being
put to work in Tennessee as a part
of a comprehensive program of
watershed conservation affecting
305,000 acres in 15 communities and Weakley County is one of the
largest beneficiaries.

Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Phones 70 and CS

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co..Inc
Kentucky

Fulton

Phen.447

SMALLMAN SID= METAL
Travelers Inn Restaurant
PURE mrur COMPANY
At the store or at your door

When they build their real homes,
we'll be here to help them with home loans.
If you need a home loan now,
talk it over with us today.
We are home loan specialists.

FIRST FEDERAL
Ky.

Featuring Home-Made Plea
Special Sunday Dinner

SEARS
Shop by Phone

Phone 113

Phone

as

South Fulton, MM.

Hemphill Cities Service Statism
Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St
Phone 01/3

Ak.*ennas Installed

ROPER

S VINGS. ANO LOAN ASSOCIATION
""

Fulton, Ky.

Lennox gas furnaces, air
eandiliselrei
all-electric heat pump; eloctrk teine
ess

TELEVISION
306 Main
Phone 307

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.

King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
101 W. Hato Line

Phone 11117

imageopronatwoolpprileoll.P001.,..V...,
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PioneerDramaIs All-New
For 1965 Production Year

it

HOME IS THE HUNTER—'65 is
all-new from its conception to its
realization. The ideaffu
r4 the
new HOME IS THE
has
been to exploit the natural elements
at the outdoor setting, thereby
creating a show that would fit
comfortably into the Harrodsburg
amphitheatre.
An effort has been made to re-

duce the separation between sidestages and center stage. The mountain on the audiences left and the
gentle rise to the right allow the
action to flow smoothly from one
area to the next without breaking
the audiences focus of interest.
With action spilling off of the stage
to engulf the audience, it is believ-

ad that viewers will become participants in the dramatic action
rather than merely spectators.
And, this involvement of the audience in the story of the founding of
Harrodsburg, the first permanent
settlement west of the Alleghenies,
makes them an integral part of
"living history."

use ot the theatre's natural elements (real dirt, rock, grass and
trees), it was necessary for purposes of unity to carry the realism
to center stage and to the other
scenic units. Many of the sets have
been rebuilt.

that could be made exciting and
"humm-able." Singers were trained in three and four-part harmony
to add body to the songs, making
them three dimensional as well.
Our own original songs, "Home Is
The Hunter," "The Ballad Of
Harrodsburg," and "Sing Out BroThe realistic concept also de- ther", were arranged
to capture
manded real music. To this end auAs might be expected with the thentic tunes have been formed the spirit of our pioneer forefathers and at the same time maintain

establishing of a subdivision and
an office building for doctors, dentists and other professional'men.
An official said all three phases
of the project will cost an estimated $1,800,000. The center will be
located on a 55-acre site on the
Sedalia highway at the city limits
here.
Reece H. Barton is president of
Barton's Inc. Other officers are
Lou C. Barton, vice president; Col.
Cecil Anderson, vice president;
Carroll Hubbard Jr., seceetary, and
Howard Shaw, treasurer.

Waterfield Proposes
Session To Limit Tax
41,111111•01NO

CtiSV11170 MIS
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to mien my deepest and
sincerest aispreeiation for every
ked of kaldOess and concern shown
Suring tho illness and death of my
weather, Km Edna Strang. Especial
thanks to Yrs. Ed Henderson for
'ier loving care during nine months
stay in the Henderson Rest Home.
May 00d in his own way reveal
*.co you ego thanks.
Mrs. VOSCOe Simpson, daughter
Billy Strong Simpson, grandson
Mrs. 011ie Thomas, Mrs. Cleatus
Reams, Mrs. Evelyn Elliott,
sisters
IV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trade-reoair and move. Get our
orices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Television.

Lt. Gov. Harry Lee Waterfield
has suggested that Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt take the initiative and call
a special legislative session to lower the personal property tax rate.
Waterfield said that action is
needed soon because the Court of
Appeals has ruled that property
must be assessed at 100 per cent of
its fair cash value by Jan. 1.
He told the Rotarians that the
basic decision is whether the tax
burden will be set by the people's
representatives elected to the General Assembly.or by court order.
"The people are expecting a decision," Waterfield added.
The lieutenant governor also
questioned the merits of the proposed $176 million dollar bond issue
which will be on the ballot in November.

FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma- Waterfield said the administraand electric floor polisher tion is "trying to scare and thwart
and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex- you into voting for it by saying
'thong. Furniture Co.
your taxes will have to be increas-

FOR SALE- My farm,85.4 acres
!mated on Middle Road, midway
between Fulton,and Hickman. See
W. B. Rice or phone Unless City
.6111-5066.
INCOME — SPARE TVA!
No selling. Refill and collect
money from New Type coin operat3c1 dispensers in this area. Must
'Lave car, references, 6550 to $11150
zash. Ten hours weekly can net
3xcelleot income. More time can
result in more money. For personil
write CO-REP, INC.,
IMO VIRGINIA AVE., PITrS3URGH, PA., 15202. Include phone
lumber.
SPARE TIME INCOME: Reining and collecting motley from
4EW TYPE high quality coin
3perated dispensers in this area.
Nlo selling. To qualify you must
lave car, references, $600 to $1900
.ash. Seven to twelve hours weekly
•an net excellent znonthly income.
Wore full time. For personal interiiew write P. 0. BOX 4185, PI'S.
3URGH, PA. 15202. Include phone
lumber.
HOUSE FOR RENT: Nice, large,
ool 3-bedrooms and bath, 1-4 mile
tff Union City-Fulton highway on
larris Road. Call Troy 4112-4191
luring day.

WE RENT - - Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103
Fulton, Ky.

Two state officials Tuesday
challonned Lt. Gov. Harry Leo
Waterfield's statements about
assessments, and the bond issue.
ROV141110 Commissioner James
Lucke* said Waterfield made
certain misleading and inaccurate remarks in a speech earlier
at AsMand.
And Finance Commission Felix Joyner said Waterfield is
wrong In saying the proposed
$174 million bend issue would
require new taxes in violation
of Gov. Edward T. BreathiWs
Pledee•

ed if it is not approved."
The truth is, he continued, "your
taxes will have to be increased if
voters approve the bond issue because that will be a debt that must
be paid."
Waterfield predicted there will be
no new taxes with the 100 per cent
assessment ruling but he said:
"If, indeed, the governor is not
going to see any new or added
taxes in his administration, I suggest he call the legislature to
amend the law by lowering the
maximum rates to compensate for
the high assessment."
WINGO LIONS
Gail Roberts has been installed
as .president of the Wingo Lions
Club. Charles Shelby is first vice
president, Jimmy Hudson second
vice president, and Vodra Oliver
third vice president. Roberts succeeds James F. Majors.
PRODUCTION DOWN

DEWEY JOHNSON
All typos of !neurones

SAVE GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Coverhes

Kentucky's commercial apple
production is estimated at 380,000
bushels—down 24 percent from last
year's excellent crop. Peach production at 220,000 bushels is down
37 percent from lest year due
largely to the severe cold last winter.

Everything"

422 Lake St.
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 4611

Subscribe To The News
$1.00 for 6 months

the authentic flavor of HOME IS former, on the HOME IS 'ME
THE HUNTER.
HUNTER stage, frequently, spontaneousl
y, and for fun.
Dances, too, had to be geared to
rustic attitudes of the characters in flOME IS THE HUNTER plays
this pioneer story and drawing nightly (except Monday) at 8:30
dance from the dramatic action of p. m. from June 26 through Septhe script and the total production. tember 4. Reservations can he
Pioneers just didn't stop work and made by calling 606-734-33M or by
stage Hollywood spectaculars. They writing HOME IS THE HUNTER,
did dance, however, as do the per- Box 65, Harrodsburg, llenhicity.

SUPER RIGHT GUAUTY FULLY AIATUREVSER

STEAK S LE
ib.984 Ib.78c

Mayfield Begins Building
Giant Shopping Complex
Construction started Thesday on
Mayfield Shopping Plaza, described
as the largest shopping center in
Western Kentucky.
The First phase of the construction involves a masonry building to
mst approximately $575,000. Eleven
businesses have made arrangements to operate in the center.
The second stage of construction,
low set to begin next February,
will involve space for other !main?saes.
The third stage will involve the

!"

T-BONE OR
PORTERHOUSE
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BATHROOM
TISSUE
2t Off

THE GREAT ATLANTIC IL PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

"".
9C 89C

tood Stores

Of 400

A 2 Roll Q

AMERICA'S DEPENDABLE FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 1819

"T Pkg. UP
JELL-O

GELATIN DESSERT
-Ail F lovers

3 34$
8-01
Pkgs

CARNATION
Instant Breakfast
60z Joe

78$

JULY 17

PUFFIN
BISCUITS

of 1049$

Young s Dried

NAVY BEANS

2

Pm'g
Lb. 254

CRISCO

3 89
SHORTENING

A

STORE HOURS- - Monday Him Friday 8:am. to 6:90 pm. Saturday 8:00 am. 8:00 per
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By Jo Westplodlog
This summer residents of the
Thtin Cities will travel to the farflung corners of these United States
for their annual vacations Chances
are that whenever these travelling
home-folks talk about their hometown a now familiar remark will
follow . . "tell us all about your
Banana Festival!"

titre, their sales begin and fragility the respect and re‘uoition
from
is preserved here, so we feel that it high level government officia
Is our industry, and certainly a diplomats in our attempts ls and
to "light
very important phase of our eco- one candle rather than
to
curse
the
nomy.
darkness of misun
anding"
And se we plan new for the with our fellow Ameriderst
cans across
third Intarnational Banana Festi- the seas.
val. The overall program is still
There may be some people who
In the planning stage, but there
still cannot sae the reason for,
Is on aspect of the avant that is
or the realize the benefits that
nearly finalised and one that we
accrue from, an event such as
The netien-wisle coverage giv- knew we will bring us
a wellour Eanana Festival. There are
en the past two Banana Festivals earned niche in the field
has brought a kind of recognition Sensational relations. Thatof In.. people who cannot yet se. any
pro- value to the Miss America Pageand fame to our twin communi- gram is called a STUD
ant, The Roast Bowl football
ties that Is unparalled in the an. TATION PROGRAM. ENT VISIThus
clank, or the Mardi Gres in
nal, of most other hem.-town six countries have advised far,
festiNow Orleans.
activities in America. Here in a
val officials that studen
The events we have mentioned
state famous for its thorough- each country wilt sand ats from
student above at "originals," yet hundreds
bred horses and bourbon whiskey to our cities for a
two-week of other events of a similar nature
and bluegrass, there comes out period . . . to liver in
homes have come into being around the
of lhe imanksetion and planinng where there are studen
ts
of 'some progressive citizens an similar ages and class catego of Nation and around the world, to the
event saluting the banana indus- They will also attend our ries. betterment and enjoyment of mantry, with nary a banana planta- s week prior, and Ow schools kind.
week of,
If our "Project-Unite Us" protion within
miles of the Ken- the Banana Festival.
gram of the International Banana
tucky-Tonne's,* herders.
The program has already been Festival can bo the
forerunner of
But a Banana Festival we have commended as having significant similar events around the globe,
contri
bution
to our good relations these of us who have
Id the twin cities and what is more
labored
NI theme and purpose is designed and friendships with the banana- Tong and hod faith in our proproduc
ing
countr
ies
to
the
South of gram may leave a heritage to
le create understanding and
friendships with the banana-pro- us. In the years to come, we hope future generations to alley a
dating countries of Central Amer- that this small beginning can be world where understanding and
lea, with whom our communities pointed to as the basis for under- friendships between people-ashave a coincidence of interest. Ba- standing with those people who people may replace the somenanas are grown in Latin-American need our help, and whose help we times futile efforts of stripedpants, and expensive diplomacy.
countries, but they are shipped to geed to create a lasting peace.
The Banana Festival is a comour country, and to _Fulton for re- - But the student visitation prodbtribution to sales points all over gram is just a small part of the munity effort of the twin cities of
America st:ss of pounds of ba- program planned for this year. Fulton, Kentucky and South Fulton
We'll
nanas
travelled along the on. tell you more as time _goes Tenn. Be a part of this worthy effort by accepting any gpignment,
rails Saes,
Orleans and Mobile
no matter how
FstaniLli is here that this fruit ' Our purpose in bringi
caolmw small,
n:
- _s to when it is givenlarge
Is iced, knosieed and then distribut- your attention is to
to
let you know
We have • na
ed. no* bananas do not grow how far we have come
in gaining of respect to main
*
none Festival ...
age it by beaming
slain

Garden I-urniture Can Be Fixed
part of a dense weave, simply coat
the strips with white glue and
clamp them to the unbroken strips.
Make sure that the furniture is
kept in a very dry place for at
least 24 hours. More amateurs, according to LePage's, err by not
reinforcing with tape while the glue
is doing its job—or waiting the
specified number of hours.
Weather is not kind to leather,
which is gften used to trim or tie
outdoor furniture together. If the
leather is on a solid backing LePage's household cement will do the
trick. First, however, trim any
ragged edges. To make the bind
even more secure, rough up the two
surfaces to be glued with an emery
board.
When leather layers become separated,. or stitching comes loose,
sewing usually makes matters worse.
The thread only frays the leather.
Actually, what is needed is a reinforcer, and household cement, being
waterproof as well as colones, will
add that strength. Coat the frayed
sides of the leather—and wait until
it is tacky—then clamp the pieces
of leather together. If stitching is
pulled loose, try using drops of cement glue as a filler. Let dry for
24 hours.

Moon's Peaks

nee

Lofty

NEW YORV-The mountains
on the moon are roughly the
same size as those as the
earth. The moon's highest are
about WOO kit above the sueface, earth's about AIM feet.
OALAX111;
magic

power,

14(,

High Ranking Leaders Of Industry, Fulbright
Students In Latin-America Coming To Festival

SUM
A combination of summer rain,
children's feet and parry guests can
make tatters out of garden furniture.
Most of the time, too, this furniture
made of wicker, bamboo strips of
reed or bather, and then are soft
porous materials. But this furniture
can be axed; and most of the time
it's an ahoy do-it-yourself job.
The makers of LePage's have been
manufacturing tapes, glues and adhesives for over a century, and they
pan these suggestions on to you.
The reason why professional fixers
may be more iineemsful than amateurs, lies not In disk materials, or,
as with dal* repaint, in their skill.
The most clonamoe probinn comas
from wood that gets broken or split.
When this happens LePage's recommends either white glue or Original
Strength glue. Coat the broken edges
with glue. Press together. To hold
the strips taggether, while drying,
wrap thread or Miracle tape around
the strands. If the broken strips are
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FULTON, Ky.,
—Miss
Jane Edwards, LS, daughter of
Mrs. C. D. Edwards of Fulton
and the late Mr. Edwards, will
represent Fulton in the Miss
Kentucky Pageant in Louisville
cm July 15-16-17.
,The winner in the state contest will represent Kentucky in
the Min America pageant at Atlantic City.
She was chosen by a committee of the Fulton Junior Chamber of Commerce for the honor.
The Miss Kentucky pageant will
be televised.
One of the most talented organists in the area. Miss Edwards was graduated from Fulton High School this year. She
Is an outstanding pianist and
also plays the flat
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16 Area Girl Scouts Will
Go To Idaho Senior Roundup

CHIVROILRT 24 pickup

YARD=raw mug
Meufleld klelswarg

With a 10-month session of
hard work behind them, 16 Girl
Scouts — all members el the
Bear Creek Council—will leave
Wednesday for the 1965 Girl

IrREE FURNACE INSPECTION
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE. REPAIRS — GAS,
OIL, COAL
Fres estimate on test of installing
a new Lennox Gee
Furnace, Air Conditioner, All Electr
ic 14eat-Pumplilectrio
Pwrsiscss.
CALL COLLECT

SMALLMAN sHErr METAL

F ULTON,

lathy Yaffe, Paducah; Brenda Merton, Palkesh;
Ueda
Beet, Mayfield; Breeds Geer., Metrepelig nesse
raw,
from left, Ma Smith, -Palm* Jana Linn,
Paducah.
Lids Acker, Padacelg Judy Tepper, Pabst* Lyme
Illikd,
Name* Sheila Mess, Care; Asa Adams, Cayce;
Aim
Theme, Mayfield, and Asa Vall, Metropolis.

PHONE 4724912

MOTHPROOFING
MILDEWPROOFING
ODORPROOFING

Scout Senior Romulus in Idaho.
A city under can* will
spring to lifs in Farragut, Ida.,
to form the fourth major nes
donal-laternational encampment sponsored by the Girl
Scouts at America.
More than 2.00 adult leaden
and 9,000 teenage scouts from
every state in the union and
from 40 countries in the free
world will turn a wilderness
clearing into the llth largest
community in Idaho.
In the heart of the 5,000-acre
site, with the Bitterroot Mountains u a backdrop, the Girl
Scout Roundup will be alive
with color, music, pageantry,
and the pleasure of living in the
-out-of-doors.

MEP

with tor reply. *Moms* sin*,

•NOW...in addition to the finest of dryeieaning
services,
we oiler you 3"PLUS" values—at no extra char
p: Complete protection against Moths, Mildew and G.P.O.
(Gar'
mast Perspiration Odor). Now, your wardrobe will
have
additional freshness and protection,at no extra cost to
you.

PLAUN ctotue

DRY AND
218 EastStet* Lino,Fulton,iv:

PHONE 472-m10.

This gam gathering is held
once every three years. A selection committee was formed
in the Bear Creek Council to
screen 32 applications. Of that
number 16 were selected.
They are Jen! Lessor, Charlotte Nitschke, Kathy Yaffe,
Brenda Robertson, Mona Smith,
Julia Lofton, Linda Acker, Judy
Topper, and Lynn Winkel, all 08
Paducah; Suzanne Fleming,
Linda Boot and Am Thomas of
Mayfield; Brenda
md
Ann Vail of Metropolis; Shells
Moss and Ann Adams of Cara
The girls will leave free
Cairo, III., with Miss Barbara
Acker as. the leader and go to
Chica,go where special trains
will have been made up to take
thousands of girls from the eastarn part of the United States to
.he camp area in Idaho.
Two area residents will be at
the camp center as staff meanbers•:-They are Miss Theresa
Topper of Paducah and Miss
Laura Jane Mueller of Mayfield.
Staff members Of the Girl
Scouts of America will ride on
111 trains.
The story of the overall meeting is one of the efforts by many
governmental and civic organizations, including business, to
bring about the construction of
the tent city.
The roundup takes place July
15-28 on the land tract where the
Farragut Naval Training Salon was located. After the war,
he land was turned over to
nate authorities who have made
It available to the Girl Scouts of
the U S A for the roundup
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0U
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1hi
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.
St
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e
420 Lake St.
—
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_ Shoes far the fens1112 Ns woe
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VIENNA—In Austria, women
account for a lamer part of
labor force than .lit eeniv Weetern nations-40•4 per cent at tlip
latest count. In Vienna, women's
share of the labor force climbed
last year to 47.2 per cent.

Miss Western Kentucky Will
Be Chosen At Calvert City

Dial 472-1651 Open 8A5

NOW THRU SATURDAY
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STARTING SUNDAY
5 1-1-0 DAYS

JOHN WAYNE
KIRK DOUGLAS
PATRICIA NEAL
TOM TRYON
PAULA PRENTISS
BRANDON deWILDE
JILL HA WORTH
DANA ANDREWS
& HENRY FONDA

Miss Western Kentucky will be
chews at the North Marshall
High School gymnasium on
Thursday, July 15. at 7:311 p.m.
The master of ceremonies
for the contest will be Major
William J. Calhoun.
The contest's judges are to
be: Mrs. Lilly Belie Childress,
Princeton; Prof. C. S. Lowery,
Murray State College; Mn: Joe
Crass, Murray. and Ed KimPaducah.
Miss Ann Randolph of Princeton, the 1964 winner, will crown
the new recipient of the honor.
The contest is sponsored by
the Calvert Jaycees and Jayceettes. Frank ttaggroor is
president of the 1111611's OtganlWigs. and Mrs. Carrie Pierce
Is preddent at the Jayceetes.
Music for the contest will be
provided by the Downbeats of
Murray State College.
Chairmen of the affair are
Mrs. Jean Stegman and Mrs.
Dot Lavender.
The beauty contest is held in
connection with the Calvert City
Fish Fry to be held at the Civic
Center July 16 and 17.
The contestants entered in the
contest are:
Sandra Adair, Carolyn Allen,
Patricia Allen, Charlotte Amis,
Dam Austin, Melinda Beard,
Teresa Boland, Shelia Bratchar, Darlene Brewer, Janet
Brown;
Georgians Buck, Paula Burks
Daphne Burt, Carolyn Butterworth, Wanda Carr, Mary
Campbell, Tory Cash, Marilyn
Chariton, Mitzi Cook, Janet
Cothran. Rita Cravens;
Susan Crowe, Dianne Davis,
Betty Denham, Chyrill Dexter,
Jane Dorgan, Augusta Dowell,
BeLinda Dowell, Brenda DownSue Ann Ducan;
Vicki Dunberson, Kathy Farrell, Mary Elizabeth Field',
Pamela Garland, Gim:ta Gray,
Jenine Gary, Nancy Gabon,
Diana Groves, Janice Gums,
Serieta Guess, Jonda Hall;
Rena Ha, Sandra Hall. Unda Hants, Tony Haws, Dianne
Herring, Linda Lee Hill, Connie
Holland
Rouyn Barely, Janice Janiak;
Sheri Jones, Penny Hell,
Karen L.
Rita Lane, Phyllis
Lanham, Dianne Latimer,
Patsy L.
Sham Mcgolgg.
Phyllis Mitdmil, Pat Mallen;
_Moors, Mei Mow
Mafia Owen, Joan Parker.
Papa,. lupe Phillips,
Pricentet Port,Card

PIN OD PREMINGEO FILM
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these shows has been
good in recent years,
and I like to feel that
they are making a
contribution to t h e
dairy industry. They
were vstablished to
supplement the educational programs of
vocational agriculture and the
extension service.
T h e Department
realizes the importance of production
records to a successful dairy operation.
Thus, additional
prizes are awarded
to youths who have
production records
for the animals° they
exhibit.
Every farm youth
who has enrolled in a
dairy project as a
part of his agricultural training and is

Norma insseli, Martha Slim
Saadi* Skis. Comde Sdomon,

r.

CONTEST MUSICIANS — These row tendelans are the
Downbeats, who will play for the Mho West Kentucky contest July IS. From the left, they are Maw Pied, Steve
Riot Phil Medrefl, Ran Farmer and Ma Powell.
Nanette Solomon, Beverly Sue
Story. Becky Studinter, MarSummers;
Debbrah Talley, Marie Thomas, Dana Travis, DulFie Wal-

drop. Deana Ward, Connie
Wells, Jodie Wells;
Diane West, Mary Jo Westpheling. Dimple White. Kay
Williams, Shelton Wyatt. and
Gail Yates.

For
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a member o f either
I hope this year's
4-H or FFA is eligible
total program will be
to exhibit in a district
an successful as in
show. Premiums are
previous years.
awarded on the Danish
Youths who particiSyste in, allowing
pate will not only win
every exhibitor to
prizes but they will
receive an award.
be able to learn more
As I have mentioned,
about dairying and to
additional prizes are
develop a greater
awarded for producappreciation for
tion records, having
quality animals.
animals registered,
and exhibiting Subscribe
To The News
animals that are in
$1.00 for 6 mouths
production.

The

BEST
and
byWendell P. Butler
Commissioner
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
Frankfort

The Department's
program of 4-H and
FFA district dairy
shows will get underway August 10, with
the 'first one scheduled for Shelbyville.
Y1
ths planning to
pa cipate in one of
the
' ows should now
be getting their animals properly trained
and fitted, as the
shows are only about
one month away.
The schedule for
the other seven shows
is as follows: August
11—Cynthiana; August
12—Harrodsburg;

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

August 13—Somerset;
August 16--Mayfield;
August 17—Madisonville; August 18—
Bowling Green; and,
August •19—Campbellsville.
Participation in

DIAL 472-3941

buy it at

EXCHA,4GE
Furniture Ctidriany

"KORATROW process
NO IRONING... Mil

giof Meniirt4
1,11
RANCATI

2-Speed..Portable
20-INCH FAN

Permanently Creased

C

Huge
gs!
°I
S Savin
Choose the Wizard Mower Yoe

oung Men's

29-36
Olive • Tan • Black
vy or Continental

Need Now!Sale Priced at W.A.!
NOW! No Rodeo Tax!
And Were Pssood the
Savings an to Tom!
,

Wizard
Dehrso-2-Cyele. 3%HPTeems&amine!Lightweight 9688
sod resommomoblel Bove! 11XC3508
Whoeird
Dim Brie Ilsadieber
Throttigl*ACP,4-eycle Tecumseh A mgg
engine sh mood darter! 2XC3509 `BAY
Wizard law Imperlel Has 2%-HP
Briggs-Strati*. *agile.— &myopia recoil starter! 2XC3520
5244
WI:mid ltr laperis1-3-HP! Bigger. moire powerful than mower
above! Ifeerspis darter! 2XC3522
Mood
Heilday-3-HP1 Lever
trim !night adjusters! Impulse
darter.lsendleber release!2XC3532 6488

WOMENS...TEENS

54"

Smart Canvas Canals
• White

• Plaid

•4 to 10

Prices Cat Now ow Wizard Power
Propelled Mowers at W.A.!
Wizard 1160 Deism Power Pro. art
peadwww at a Sports! Low Price!
t14-10 4-eyeie Tecumseh engine! Slip-free
positive traction drive! Safety float-lock
handle! Big integral fuel tank! 2XC3510
Wizard rr bnperiel 3-HP Power n A 88
Propelled Newer, 4-Cycle BrIgp
Stratton Regime Smooth synero-mesh
par drivel Baey-spin recoil starter! Hondo"dada! Handlebar throttle! 2XC3524
Wizard 22" Holiday 3-HP Power •yn88
Propelled! Our best with all the I
above features PLUS easy fingertip height
adjusters, Impulse starter wiremote safety
rollers!Ihreserlined Sip-top hood,2)(C3534

...4rtfs.r
aat

111,11112111 ____$231.1111
Beg. $279.95 Save $41.07

•

AIR
n,ITumIN
CONDITIONER Reg.$329.95 Save $41.07
SALE •
15,NISTI____
1- PIP ComPrimmor
"1 - Soled Pan
• Atilestohl• Air Direetlen
• no.
usable Pilfer
• Thermostat

'

MINS

Tv
...Smock

Needy

Table.

Ladies Acetate Tricot or Cotton

REGM HALF SLIPS

Volvos to $1...Girls 4 to 14
COTTON SHORTS

•Lace-trimmed acetate tricot in white,
pastels. Sires Small, Medium, Large.

Wide choice of seersucker.,
poplins, prints.

•White cotton witi shadow Poldoel,
eyelet trim. leggier and X-etsits.

Save to

on.-half

Reg. $249.95 Save $61.07

Western Auto
212take Street

f

ASSOCIATE
TOR
Fain, Ky.

P.N.H1R$CH & CO.
307 Broadway
Pollee

ail

Open 3:06 t• 9:46
Man. • Frt.• Sat.

9:01 to CM
Toes. - Wad. - flow

1111M2116..."%wai

04.
10
0
4010 di',"
u I 1...w
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CATALOG SALIS

p)

°ma

R
CA

AT SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE

313 BINIADWAT SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

•

DOUBLE FEATURE WINGS! No Tax and Major Cub on Already Low Catalog Prices!

COLDS POT

COL DSPOT

AIR CONDITIONERS
Inv
23,000
18,500
12,600

SAVE
$56.95
$41.95
$36.95

NOW
$299.00
$269.00
$214.00

Applicable
• Where
include Fedall our prices
Sothic:Hem
eral Excise Tax

FREEZERS
Now

Ca.FL Type

15 CHEST
15 UPRIGHT
17 CHEST
22 CHEST

$184.00
$194.00
$215.91
$255.96

SAVE
$41.95
$41.95
$50.04
$49.99

I
.

Dolma TUG"
s Dor

COLDSPOT

itteritar-flteiett
ALL- FROSTLESS
Now
16.3
16.5
14.2
14.1
12.3

With Ice
Maker

$381.01
$344.88
$314.84
$344.71
$224.88

SAVt
$81.44
$70.07
$40.11
$40.24
$30.07

30k.Kenmore Ranges
Now
Electric Classic
Auto Electric
Gas
Gas
Auto. Electric

$193.88
$223.88

'Burner With
A Brain"

$213.88

4 Hour Thaw
Matchless

$138.88

SAVE
$60.07
$50.07
$50.07
$25.07
$20.95
$60.07

liENMORE

Automatic Laundry
NOW

3 Speed Washer
Matching Dryer
2Speed Washer
Matching Dryer

$224.95
$179.95
$194.95
$145.15

SAVE
$39.00
$20.00
$30.em
$18.80

SHOP
BY
PHONE

,-

479-1420

SILVERTON E

23-in. Console TV Cut $40.45
Choice of Mahogany,Maple,Wild
$176.50
Rog. MI5
Finish Cabinets
19 in. Portable TV Cut $18'.07
I Dial Tuning,Ear Phone _ _ Reg. $144.15 $126.88

caps
Prtoa Warlia
want
VocatS°6
seed/To

KENMORE
DETERGENT
25-Lb.pit

Reg. MS .,,

9
.9
$4
W
NO
$283.88
39-In. Gas Classic
!
OW
YN
BU
US
K
AS
ST
JU
.
.
IT
VE
HA
WE
LE
MP
SA
A
ST
JU
THIS IS
$173.00

PS.4
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A 17-yeareld high school senJoeWildatai Men& a swaxibwr
of the Warren County FFA Chapter, is the 1965 Kettucky Star
Farmer. Joe in the eon of Mr.
and kis& Joe Meng, Rouie
Bowing Green. His vocational
&incubate teachers are Samuel
L. McGuire, Jr.. and James P.
Bates.
The annouseement of the Kos-

•

ior.

Cid. C. W. Borrow, limber
IfOUSES
Good &room Muse located 1011
Coddr Street. Let Fubos. iice kif•
Price is reasonable.

tacky Star FaranethighlighMilhe
With Annual Kattiosky FPACon.
vendee awards Program HsInd

`Good 7-room house in exceliest
repair, 11-1 baths. control gas hast
in basement, located on *abut
St. Owner says tea. Price will bc
right

named Kentucky Star Farmer le
the highest hoer provided by the
KoneseltY Aseadation of FFA.
The Kentucky Star Farmerwas
esiseted from the 390 candidates
for the Kentucky Farmer Degree,
the highest doge awarded by the
Kentudiy
FFA
These candidates represeatsd 111
FFA che.,-Isn across the stale.
Each of the nine FFA federations
minted its oulstandingcandidate.
Prom these nine federation Star
Fanners. the Kentucky State
Farmer was named.

Vary Mee large twoopertnient
Mese en Park Avenue, West Felten. with 1 14 baths. Has hard.
wood doors upstairs and dove*
stairs, basement and astral heat.
ing plant It is in unusually good
:—

As mire good house on lifterass $t., East Fulton, with 3 bed.
ream 114 baths, all revisable'sed recently. This is priced reasonably.

Joe William Meng

New trick hkedroom house with

mental hest bloated in Howard Milani Subdivisiou west of Fulton.
Priced to sell.
Mee brick house with large
Mani as extra large lot. Prim is

right Located
Subdivision.

In • Meadowview

Marshall Ex-Sheriff
Appointed To ASCS

It EN TO N,_
George Little, former sheriff or
Novi house located in Cowart'
Menhell County with a farming
Club Cant has $ large bedrooms
bentwousd in dairying and the
Brestock business, has been
weLieowell eerwithul, central Mat
and air-ecooditleidag.
named a member of the Kentucky Agricultural Stabilization
Mose reemodoled and modern
and Conservation Service.
beide located ea Maple A.Ventia,
He will fill a vacancy created
Nast Fulton.
when R. 0. Wagon, native of
Livingston County and longtime
Geed homes an Mg lot bested se
chairman of the Kentucky ASCS,
Walls Avenue, Hesi•dcY side.
died last January.
Price reduced.
After Wilson's death, Freeman
Hocksomnith at Frankfort, alVery nice 3-bedroom brick wall-to
ready a member of the board,
esuistieg. House has been
was elevated is chairman.
bodllt eight meths. Looted on
West State Line Tennessee side.
The other member of the threemember hoard, which oversees
Air.oeadltiesoi Owner says sell at
Musa rico
the ASCS program in Kentucky's
• 15 counties, is Mrs. Treva
foaled Jackson, Breathitt
County.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
Little served as sheriff of MarThe Z.L. Cook building on Camshall County in 105041.
sercial Avenue. Has S-roont OW.
The last year of nis term he
most epothirs.
was president of the Kentucky
SktniWs Association, and the folAn extra nice keit in South
lowing
year he was named pubPala abet* lowed to a thriving
lic
relations
raker for the asSuothses with geed *room apartsatiation.
• -.
Buy Eds me loran
After a year in the position
ineishoest.
Little entered the livestock business. He and his family live on
A, peed foreetassat la an
Benton Ft ot
NrOtbeaes ea corner of gth and
Mr, part at property now occuLittle Is a native of the Calpied by Rogers and Gilbert Oratory.
•

vert City area of the county and
is a graduate of Calvert City
High School in the class of 1942.
He also attended Tennessee Tech

at Cookeville and served three
years in the Army Air Corps
during World War U.
He was in the South Pacific

Theater and took part in the
Okinawa campaign there.
He has served as president of
the Benton Lion's Club and is a
leader in the Masonic Led..

••••••••••••

Oft.

Joe, his parents. and &Aisne I of the South Central FFA Federlive on a 400-acre lane in Wane
ation. -FFA leadership itelevities
County. His supervised farming
engaged In by Joe include PIPA
program cense of 231 bead of
creed and public speaking, parregistered Angus mita 40 acres
liamentary proemial', comems,
of coon, 65 acres of oats, 10
federation days. the Kostucky
scree of barley, and 40 acres of
FFA Leadership Training Center
program, and the Kentucky FFA
hay. He owns one-third interest
In oath of these enterprises. Joe
Convention.
also had oft-fourth interest in
Other FFA activities include the
3.43 acres of tobacco raised by
Soil Essay Contest, main' county
tenants.
and district fairs sed shows. the
As it is Indicated in his superKentucky Stale Fair, and tobacco
vised knew program, bed is
and livestock Wee& He was
the Star Farmer's primary source
the 1965 South Central Federaof name He started his herd
tion Courier-Journal FFA Conwhile In the third grade, with twin
We*mut%
heifers, a gift from his father.
When be enrolled as a freshman
Active in school and community
In high school,his herd had grown
programs. Joe la a meraber of the
to 10 cows and nine calves. Jo*
Beta Club, Student Omuta, Miand his father recently purchased
litate Chorus, Pip Club, and was
on.-third interest in a $22,600
president of his Junior dam. A
bull from the Angus Valley Farm,
member of the Woodburn Baptist
1Ndsa. Oklahoma.
Church, he sings in the choir and
The Star Farmer has served as
parildp ales in Sunday School and
president of the Warren County
young People's programs of the
do siert+
F FA Chapter and vice_ president
_ _

Clitoris /or electing the filar
Farmers includes: supervised
farming programs of the candidates and their participation in
school, chapter, and community
activities. Other aniline and their
chapters were Joe Holloway, Sedalia; Gary Oakley,WebsterCounty; John A. Tucker, Bnekinridge
County- navel A. Bain, Sher
hernevele Aline Portennoct, Jr.,
Woodford Coty Jaw Gooch,
Minim* Lewis Edwin
Pulaski Count*sad Kenneth Lee
Ctar:refl. Mason County.
11■0
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SICCING!
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1154cre farm located. 14 mai
out of Dukedom. T.Good bad
and ales 4-remai

2 Vacuum tested interior In-

"

•

to maitem herr
!scot tram*rot.

1

fser far4em

Cff
)

sures against air leaks
and moisture in insulation

1400EL

11-11.341

A SUPERMARKET
IN YOUR HOME!

At Entire liner is a f0et freezing slutiee

WON

elff WS'Ill$

aims of GE freezers to
choose

2 Convenient ttuabler' lock
on most models

CHEST

Breaker strip is of high
ALM strength plastic

FREEZER

_
.._
strip. separates
cold metal
from warm metal outside.
Prevcnts cold loss.

I 5 iIiii,r
POUR T UNG PROPLE slows orew

ski

pareelaimet

of the Hardin County Farm Bureau, will be making the Forektil
filudint Exchaiege trip to Flue 'They will leave Louisville July 16
and will be gone 33 days Bu other stadenis from ememiles In Kannay will also be making the hip. sown here are. sewed Iron ION,
Joan gut*. Belo Itrairr, Marilyn Wiseman and Carol Heys. "A of
Hardie County.

1

11

'110111=IMIIMIIMmelp.111.-

$188"

temperature
15 Adjustable.
control gives choice of
temperature.

soaled re.
16 liermotisay
frigersitisti sisters, with
metal glass leads tor
long We.

Aluminum liner is chip..
proof and rustproof

1107 Compressor, condenser
smiworater assoutbled
into we matismous
trigamthsig system for
long life,

Aluminum liner gets cold
quicker, stays cold longer,
. uses less electricity

.10..110••••,•11

lig acres el geed bottom land arid
lair insprerresseste located on SW
way 807 north et Sesterten. Meow
My priced.

Ahuninum tubing for most
efficient circulating of
cold

All steel wrap =wand
AU cabinet tor sturdy owe
struotion.

Seautihg MOON lots in KeaIlterrieer Sokdiris
Pub" ILeo
Oda&

UPRIGHT TYPE — Holds up
to 4011 lbs. frozen food
Fast
'reeling! 4 convenient door
shelves. Porcelean liner, juice
can storeage, every shell fast
freezing.

Fiberglass of Polyurethane
insulation to keep heat
out. Prevents outside
sweating

Mee lets fa Cassaughte• Subdlivhalso, Smith togino, Tennessee.
...A.
I can fermi* yea a location for
Yeer mew Wes or 'mild yes a
hoods pm leeatket.
I have elher property'
for sale acit
Metal hi thie ed.

$178"

outer case
10 Bondurized
prevents rusting

year warranty on com19 5plete
freezing sYstenl.

BIR
MO

I Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
eine. emir •WINin. eallth• .41pee•

MOP

PA'

PHONE 1
11111e• 4ainm v■IMP.

nalw '4011ew

FM

ranty.

us

208 LAKE STREET

C.
L

20 114trle5haryear
ge tr
l
e
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DON'S MISS THESE SAVINGS AT

I

YE

0

SUILDINO LOTS

Telephoto 4134371
Name Phone MIRO

TU

11

OF FROZEN FOOD!

Oki building site //mated 114 miler
'eart of Fulton on Kentucky side.

WI Wane, Mr004 hit" Kr-

cif

HOLDS UP TO 420 LEIS

411 acres of good land with beau-

COL C. V.anew

CO

a

G-E

t acres of land with new 3-bedroom home, 'mated as Highway
gg moth of Water Valley, Kentucity.

II saes of good lead with now
114ften hire, all modern esavemimoms bested north of PolkaDailies Highway. Nice cosetry
bens.

uiPE

rem•risipswe

4111

W acres at well improved land
in Hickman County.

611.

• tftlielifin harsket fee storage

..••••••••101

saes of bad east of Dukedom
en State Lae Road. Good price.

CA

coats baked on fh

MI acres at good MR land near
Birdwell, Kentucky. Price is right

Ill acres with 70 acres of good
baboon had. Hams has modern
canymiences and is in geed eon&

CU'
CO

QUICK a

"ow

41111111ww

Seeiing type gasket insures
to low temperature inside.

IS acres of land with mall house
beetled 1-2 mile south of Dukedom.

STORE
8*.

Re

129 BROADWAY — PHONE: 479-24151

1 Strong' Spring loaded bingest Mile counterbalanced
Rd sassily, Insures tight
seal when closed.

GEORGE UTTLE

'7

LA

1
ELECTRIC :
: GENERAL
IS THE BEST FREEZER BUY :

FARMS

/18 acres of land soak of Adios
with new home. A very attractive
shot sad priced reasonably.

teaIsis4 *plot it Mk liaNOM ass Ripka cans.
Mammultils. all artom Kanto*
exagramin won via the majerky is Os Rem arid
Se
righO

•FondRIN•

To Bo
JAMES'S
Okada(

••••=1•III•1

1

— Sen.
WASHINGTON
Ilhorson Cooper vatted
with the mejerlty Pride, as the
Smith 10,11,811 the $7.0 billion
Sisal $esedly rid beak aue
MUHL Is Thrsest L lier,

Before You Buy Look For These "20
Reasons Why"

GIOIMMNOMM=D

-

Cooper Votes For,
Morton Against
Health Care Bill

Joe WiIItrn Meng Is Star Farmer

MIL MITE
FOR SALE

ell1Ww

••■111

°. July 15. 1965
Fulton Nemt-Shovoer 5

For,
It

-$
per vOted
day as the
17.11 Mon
tuft cant
In IL Marisa Deihl a as.
Draft
aubII

'Aird
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STORE HOURS:
8 A. M. To 8 P. M.

Monday Thru Satur

I

- LAST WEEK TO

Register For

.
CURTIS-MATIES
COLOR TELEVISION

To B. Given Away 7 P. M., Saturday At E. W.
JAMES'S NEW SUPERMARKET In Fulton.
Win)
Cnolidat To Boy, No Obligation. You Do Not Have To Be Present
1.111
1111118
.01
11811
.
11 110.111111/111111810.111.11111114111011111111111111110111101
.
110/
QUICK & EASY

More and more families are making
this happy discovery - a change to
E. W. JAMES dr SON is a change for
the best... for the best quality foods. .
the best variety ... the best values...
the best service. So, why don't you get
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING? Why don't
you, too, CHANGE TO E. W. JAMES
& SON - TODAY! You'll be glad you
did when you see how much more enjoyable and economical it is to shop here
for all your fnvortto fond.?

6"$1.00
13_1.00 gigp
CAN BISCUITS
3:1.00 Jergens Soap 10 Bars $1.00
.411[R. CHEESE
86'
MILK
T
SWEE
$1.00
iba
4
rine
Marga
go
Corn
PLUS
;MPS! 3 cartons $1.00 PEPE CHEESE2= 49'
1.J1.00 Great N. BEANS 4j49'
Dilution Milk
EOGS °SrLA 4
TUNA FISH
LITTLE ANDY

SLICED

1217111111
4K2ut

DEPOSIT

YOUR NO. 5 QUALITY
STAMP COUPONS ARE GOOD THIS
WEEK FOR 300 FREE QUALITY STAMPS.
U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

GRADE A

•

THIS AD E GOOD FROM
THURSDAY, JULY 15th
THRU WEDNESDAY, JULY 21st.

TALL CANS

...6 BIG DAYS TO DO YOUR
GROCERY SHOPPING

NO SECONDS MIXED IN

RouND STEAK u.s.
66(:.
.
5913
mtTo
N
CO
SLICER,BA
NER'S
r
rerta
ox)
s
3 $1.00 cJTuPThYEPS
RARE
DOZ $1 BOO

6 1.14 M SIZE CAN

essasesassuassesessismosesess.
esessessanimannissessessimmesemsamensesmiananmasmossmi ireassminelass

REGULAR SIZE LOAVES

WONDER OR COLONIAL

CHOICE
CORN
FED BEEF

WHOLE

Aleir

Gan

.
NO. 2 CAN 9J11110

15 1/2 OZ.
GOLD INN CRUSHED
300 SIZE
CANS

PINEAPPLE
CHERRIES
SAUSAGE
CATSUP
PORK & BEANS

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS.
LIMIT 2 LOAVES
PLEASE

DOLLY MADISON

16 OZ
303 srzE CAN

2

KREY VIENNA

LOAVES

✓ lock

STOKELY'S LARGE

20 OZ. BOTTLE
VAN CAMP 300 SIZE CAN

With An Additional 55.00 Purchase,
Mg'h
.

Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.

MISSOURI HOME GROWN

ATERMELLONS

al Fe.
t, with

GOOD TASTING

9

HOME GROWN

EACH

[miter
bled
• for

FROZEN
FOODS

poirenwipli

7
"Ply
eon+

II COUP'

rstent,

tor &war- .

CANTALOPES

FRESH SHELLED

STOICELY'S

BIG 48 OZ. CAN

ASSORTED COLORS

ATKDIS FANCY

HAMBURGER
SLICES

10 :.11. 99flA'
s...

GOLDEN STAR

LB.

KRAFT 18 OZ. JAR

6 $1.00

WONDER 10 OZ. BAG

ONSIMINIIIM•••••••••••11110111101111111411101101MINIMINIM

BIRDSEYE AWAKE 90Z CAN 3 $1.00
31::.$1.00
MORTON DONUTS
PARKERHOUSE ROLLS 3
FROfEN

MORTON FROZEN

BAGS $1.00

POTATO CHIPS

TWThl PACK

49'

100 FREE Quality Stamps With Tito Purchase Of
Bottle Laveris MOUTH WASH.
Or..
15.5
100 FREE Quality Stamps With The Pilrchase Of
6 Or.. Aqua Velva AKTEIR SHAW LOT/ON.
100 FREE Quality Stamps With The Purchase Of
12 Or.. Bottle Lanolin Plus HAND LOTION.
100 FREE Quality Stamps With The Purchase Of
12 Or., Bottle Just Wonderful SHAMPOO.

FRESH LEAN TENDER

39c
a. 79c
▪ 59'
IL

picGs

75'

69c
ik 69'
3 NB 69'
25 414. $1"
3 fir siol
6.1

WITH AN ADDITIONAL $5.00 PURCHASE,
EXCLUDING TOBACCO &
MILK PRODUCTS.

PLUS QUALITY STAMPS

MAPLE LEAF

RICHTEX

6 TO 8 LB. AVERAGE

EACH

39c
99c

EGAR

PURE CANE

FOLGER'S

REELFOOT

DISTILLED ALTON 101 OZ. JUG (SHORT GALLON)

HOME GROWN . 1
1VIES1URT
EACH
JU1i.B0

SUGAR
COFFEE
INSTANT COFFEE
CREMERY BUTTER
SHORTENING
FLOUR
GRAPE JELLY

• 49C

eal

You Are Missing Out If You Are Not Saving Quality Stamps.
It Just Takes 1200 To Fill A Book.

FOLGER

YELLOW SQUASH 10 Oz.
CUT GREEN BEANS 90z.
CREAM STYLE CORN 10 Oz.
LEAF SPINACH 10 Oz.
CUT OKRA 10 Oz.
GREEN PEAS 10 Oz„
FRENCH FRIED POTATOES
MUSTARD GREENS 10 Oz,
TURNIP GREENS 10 Oz.

WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS

CINCH REGULAR SIZE BOX

1.00 ALL MEAT BOLOGNA
5B°xEs$1.00 SMOKED PICNICS
CUTLETS
3 eir $1.00 PORK
TENDER LEAN
8Rmis$1.00
STEAK
TEA!ca.
3criarts $1.00 HOLIDAY FRANKS
HOMEMADE PIES

EXTRA FANCY

34 LB. AVERAGE

for

PINK SALMON
CAKE MIX
PING
DELSEY TISSUE
PICKLES

5.... $1.00
5.... $1.00
5....1.00
4 ft' $1.00
7 $1.00

OMATOE

Lk hes115'
Radis

nitwit
dee of

REELFOOT

WEST PORT 16 OZ. TALL CAN

11

t

1 T N. BEANSBusiltsts1
BeNY §RE4
HOMI
iittstoo qs llicKEYE PEAS 11:s1
PORK & BEANS 117:$1
.
0

You Clet Low-Low Prices Plus Quality
Stamps When You Shop E. W.
James & Son.

AND
E. R MARKET
c.ERIASUMPE

,

Fulton Neviopper
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Sale Starts Thursday, 9: A. N. July
151h. Ends Saturday, July 18th
ALL SALES:FINAL

Buy One Pair At The Regular Low
Price. Get Another Of Equal Or
Lessor Value FREE

TWO FOR ONE SHOE SALE

'Ars FAMILY SHOE VIM DA LA.S. Falba,Ky.

LAST
CHANCE
HURRY!
This offer positively
Expires Sat. July 17th

Billion Dollar Agriculture Goal
May Be Reached By 1970
The Commonwealth can reach
riculture made comparisons of
Governor Edward T. Breathitt's
1963 and 1970. It pointed out
billion-dollar annualfarm income
that the Commonweeith's farm
goal by 1970.
Income could increase from the
The Governor told this to mem$577.2 million in 1963to $895.4
bers of his Commission on Agrimillion in 1970. Part-timefarmers
culture, meeting reeentlyin Frankwere not included in thesgidy and
fort to implement recommendsIncome from this source would
dons on the county sad local levboost the Kentucky total well over
els. The prediction-if current
the billion-dollar mark.
prices for farm products continue
The trend toward larger farms
-was baited on a thorough statewas also reflected in the study,
wide study by the Production Powhit* showed a total of 86,656
ison& Study Committee of the
farms in 1963 and a projected
University ofKentucky Extension
total of 41,800 in 1970. Gross
Service.
average income of $7,000 per
Dr. William A. SsaY, dean of
farm in 196$ is expected to more
the University of Kentucky Colthan triple to 622.000 by 1970.
lege of Agriculture and Home
The1970 figures, the survey
Economics, directed the study.
reported, are based on the pro"Maas poeustials an no production of the top 10 to 15percent
of Kentucky farms, A longerjections, goals nor production
prediction, projected
forecasts." Dean Say reported, range
"but are possibilities for worn- through the year 2000, figures
Kentucky farm production than at
plisistnent based on certain se$1.1 billion from only 28,135
sunuincess which are necessary in
Winn
any study ofthis type...Wsfeel that
*
this study provides a solid basis
for the sound expansion of agricultural hectints in Kentucky."
Kentucky's record farm income
of $732.6 million In 1964 was
$85 million more than the preRETIRED MILITARY
vious high of 1963. the U.S. DeGUAROMARK. INC.
partment of Agriculture has reported. USDA figures also show
Full time; uniform and
that net income per farm last year
In Kentucky rose to $2,823-30 itspripmerd furnished; time •
percent higher than the 1963 5a halt for evertime. Fremiu
gwv.
pay; opportunity fee rapid
While Kentucky's net farm Invaimenserdt. Must be 5 ft NI"
come rose by 13 percent last year,
ever, 35 I. 55 Ivan of see, high
the nagonal farm average was
admit grasistate. Fleet* adv
down by 2.5 percent. Kentucky
nobodiu
you may rebeale.
also jumped eve places to the
19th spot in national farm income ranking.
WINO RIMJMI N
1110
The UK study presented to the
MIIMPN
IS, TUNIC
Governor's c,ommission on Ag-

1 Months Subscription
TO THE

Smoking Habit
CHARLOTTE, N.C.
The Rev. Herbert Davis. who
says he used to weak a couple
of puffs of corn silk on the way
to elementary school, advises
Charlotte folks daily how to kick
the cigarette habit.
The Rev. Mr. Davis, a Seventh-day Advendst, installed a
wsmobses dial" telephone soreIon In his home.
Yon can dial the number and
got a one-sainute lesson on how
to slap smoking.

FOR SALE
Wilson 'Alt cooker, 418 gallon
capacity, geed condition. Owner
retiring and will sell ter
$40.110.

W.G. HAYDEN.
Bandana, Ky.
Phone 224-4337

Close-Outs In Used Furniture
12— 2-piece sofa-bed suites. You haul 'sm.
Priced from $9.95 up
1 — G.E.electric range
$59.88
1— Frigidaire electric range. good oven
2 good eyes
$25.00
3— G. E. electric ranges(push button). Look and
cook like new
each $88.911
1— Good Frigidaire electric range: real nice and
dean. You haul It
$37.50
15— Used Refrigerators prices from $25 to $59.95
1 — Small chest freezer
$39.95

Wade Furniture Used Sion
212 Main Street

Fulton

Phone 472-3421
3-

—

0114,1061111111111War'

FU.LTON NEWS
GILT

Learn To Eat Mutton
TOKYO - PrtIMOSOI of tWer
Zeeland mudaN pardotiorly is
school lunch *ram,hes resulted in a rise in toports of
the meat 110111 four tons to 40,000 tons a year in the past five
years. The mutton is Nerved to
2,4 rniUlcn Japanese 10004'
0
dren in stews and curries.
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THIS OFFER GOOD IN
Mrs. Hickman, Wealdey. Graves and Obit*
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FILL SOT COUPON BELOW ATTACK CHECK
YOU'LL GET THE NEWS NUT 11EIL
Fulton News
News-Shopper Special
EnclosedPlease Find
for months.
Please Send the Fulton County News to:
NAME
(Rural route, ktreet or PO Box)
ADDRESS
CITY

how Make

$2111A

118"

STATE
NEW

RENEWAL
--

Mail To
Fulton County News...PO Box 307
Fulton, Xentucky

MAGIC CHEF
Electric Ranges
Fu II S

CONSOLE
STEREO

with AM FM Radio
Solid Stele
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Oder Expires, Sat. July 17th
114 Lake St.

Fulton.'Cy,
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Prices include Window inst

A pomplete copy of the Fulton News,
the News-Shopper, both filled with all the news about
the folks
you know and advertising bargains galore.
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